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Notre Europe

Notre Europe is an independent think tank devoted to European integration. Under 

the guidance of Jacques Delors, who created Notre Europe in 1996, the association 

aims to “think a united Europe.” 

Our ambition is to contribute to the current public debate by producing analyses 

and pertinent policy proposals that strive for a closer union of the peoples of 

Europe. We are equally devoted to promoting the active engagement of citizens 

and civil society in the process of community construction and the creation of a 

European public space. 

In this vein, the staff of Notre Europe directs research projects; produces and 

disseminates analyses in the form of short notes, studies, and articles; and organises 

public debates and seminars. Its analyses and proposals are concentrated around 

four themes:

• Visions of Europe: The community method, the enlargement and deepening of 

the EU and the European project as a whole are a work in constant progress. Notre 

Europe provides in-depth analysis and proposals that help find a path through the 

multitude of Europe’s possible futures.

• European Democracy in Action: Democracy is an everyday priority. Notre Europe 

believes that European integration is a matter for every citizen, actor of civil society 

and level of authority within the Union. Notre Europe therefore seeks to identify  
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promote ways of further democratising European governance. 

• Cooperation, Competition, Solidarity: « Competition that stimulates, co-operation 

that strengthens, and solidarity that unites ». This, in essence, is the European 

contract as defined by Jacques Delors. True to this approach, Notre Europe explores 

and promotes innovative solutions in the fields of economic, social and sustainable 

development policy.

• Europe and World Governance: As an original model of governance in an 

increasingly open world, the European Union has a role to play on the international 

scene and in matters of world governance. Notre Europe seeks to help define this 

role.

Notre Europe aims for complete freedom of thought and works in the spirit of the public 

good.  It is for this reason that all of Notre Europe’s publications are available for free 

from our website, in both French and English: www.notre-europe.eu. Its Presidents have 

been successively, Jacques Delors (1996-2004), Pascal Lamy (2004-05), and Tommaso 

Padoa-Schioppa (since November 2005).
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Abstracts

A smaller normative impact than claimed, except for certain 
sectors.

• The EU has published close to 2,500 normative acts (regulations and directives) 

per year during the last 20 years, as compared to some 10,000 normative acts per 

year (laws, ordinances, decrees and orders of general application) at the French 

level. Norms of Community origin amounted to less than 15% of the total norms in 

force in France during the same period (see pages 8 to 16).

• Approximately half of the regulations and directives adopted by the EU concern 

the Agriculture and Fisheries sectors, even though these two sectors represent 

only 10% of the national normative production. Excluding Agriculture and 

Fisheries, the proportion of total norms enforced in France which are Community 

norms is about 6% (see pages 16 to 24).

• About one-fourth of the directives transposed in France between 2000 and 2008 

had legislative implications, while the rest were transposed by regulatory means  

(decrees and orders). By taking regulations into account, and adopting a mean 

working hypothesis, it can be estimated that one-third of the laws and ordinances 
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implemented in France are of Community origin and that the 50% ratio is exceeded 

only in a few sectors (Agriculture and Fisheries, Economy & Ecology) (see pages 24 

to 37).

A limited, yet substantial, budgetary impact in certain sectors and 
countries

• Community expenditure in 2006 represent slightly less than 1% of the EU’s GDP 

and about 2% of all European public spending (slightly more than 5% if we exclude 

expenditure related to Debt, Social Protection and Health) (see pages 43 to 46).

• In some sectors, the amount of Community expenditure is substantial: it amounts 

to more than two-thirds of European public expenditure in the Agriculture, Fisheries 

and Rural Development sectors, about half of all Regional Cohesion-related expen-

diture, and to slightly more than one-third of Humanitarian Aid expenditure. 

Community expenditure is also important in the area of development assistance 

and R&D, but is very limited in the other sectors (see pages 46 to 51).

• The impact of Community expenditure at the national level varies widely from 

one country to the next due to their highly disparate wealth and public expenditure 

levels: this impact is very limited in the Netherlands (less than 0.4% of GDP) but 

greater in Lithuania (over 3%) (see pages 53 to 57).

• The relative weight of the “allocated” Community expenditure as compared to 

the total public expenditure incurred at the national level varies from 2% to 17% 

from one country to the next (excluding Social Protection and Health expenditure). 

The proportion of Community expenditure in the Agriculture sector exceeds 85% of 

total public expenditure incurred at the national level in 5 EU countries (see pages 

57 to 63).
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A multiform, yet diffuse, “political” impact

• The EU has adopted several hundred indicators for monitoring and assessing 

national policies: the EU Sustainable Development Strategy, for example, has 150 

of them (see pages 66 to 74).

• On 1 April 2009, the EU had forwarded some 1,000 recommendations and over 

500 opinions to its Member States in an effort to induce them to coordinate their 

national policies. These EU interventions were the outcome of implementing an 

open method of coordination in 6 economic and social areas (see pages 74 to 81).

• The EU has adopted more than 700 common positions and joint actions since 

launching the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) to promote cooperation 

between its Member States (see pages 81 to 87).
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Introduction: A trans-sectoral and “hand made” vision of the 
EU

How much do European Union (EU) interventions influence national public 

policies? Does the EU intervene in a “subsidiary” way, as asserted in the Community 

Treaties, or is it omnipresent and omnipotent as public opinion sometimes claims? 

For example, is 80% of national legislation of Community origin, or, to the contrary, 

a much smaller share? At a time when EU citizens have just elected their represen-

tatives in the European Parliament for the next five years, it seems more necessary 

than ever to try to address these broad questions which are essential from a policy 

vantage point, but which have not yet been the subject of a very precise and 

technical response.

An extensive amount of data on the EU is certainly available, which has never 

stopped increasing since the 1950s in tandem with the development of European 

integration and EU-oriented studies and research. In view of the enormous com-

plexity of Community issues, such expertise is, however, often characterized 

by hyper-specialisation and dryness to such an extent that studies offering a 

trans-sectoral and popularised perspective of the EU are relatively scarce. This 

“vagueness” is particularly harmful in that it concerns the impact of EU interven-
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tions at the national level, which constitutes a key policy issue, around which all 

sorts of positions can develop in the absence of sufficiently supported analyses. 

These positions can all the more easily become generalized inasmuch as they are 

not devoid of an ulterior political motive. Thus, very often it is a matter of exagge-

rating the scope of EU actions, either to acclaim its actual or presumed merits, or, 

to the contrary, to denounce its excessive interventionism, or ultimately to attempt 

to shift the blame onto the EU for decisions which are not primarily its responsibi-

lity. It can also, albeit less often, be a matter of downgrading the scope of EU inter-

ventions so as not to give the latter too much attention and importance. This is 

harmful from an intellectual and political viewpoint, inasmuch as it prevents calm 

and effective debate on the EU’s actual role and on the ways and means to expand 

or reduce the latter’s impact upon a particular sector.

This study’s objective is consequently both broad in its scope and modest in 

its approach. Broad in its scope, because the aim is to propose a trans-secto-

ral view of EU interventions by addressing their normative (the EU is primarily a 

community of law), budgetary (the EU has financial intervention capacities) and 

“political” dimensions (the EU produces many guidelines, strategies opinions and 

recommendations which, though not binding, are yet very much a part of public 

debates). Modest in its approach, because in undertaking such a daunting task, 

it was necessary to adopt an essentially “hand made” approach, so as to develop 

an inventory which would normally require a large number of extremely in-depth 

studies. The aim is to identify, at each stage of this study, the process followed, 

thereby giving the reader the opportunity to verify whether it was well-founded and, 

at the same time, to improve upon any particular point, if so desired or if possible.

In this perspective, we have sought to measure the impact of EU interventions on 

the national level, based upon three sets of analyses which allow us to conclude 

that:

• the impact of EU normative interventions is substantial, yet often incidental 

or regulatory in scope and, overall, not as great as claimed, except in certain 

specific public policy sectors;
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• the impact of EU budgetary interventions is by and large limited, as is often 

indicated; however, it is quite extensive in some sectors and some countries;

• the impact of EU non-binding positions is both relatively limited in concrete 

terms and consequential from a policy and media perspective, to such a point 

that it undoubtedly helps to reinforce the EU’s “illusory” reputation.
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I - EU normative interventions:1 “People’s prison” or chicken  
     coop?

Public debate on the extent to which EU normative interventions influence national 

law is characterized by two striking and paradoxical traits:

• This is a key debate, inasmuch as the EU is primarily a “Community of law” 

which produces countless pieces of normative legislation that superseded 

national law. It is therefore on the legal plan that its influence on our public 

lives must first be weighed;

• Yet this debate is also unstructured, in that it gives rise to unclear and totally 

contradictory evaluations, causing some to conclude that “Brussels governs 

us,”2and others that EU interventions are of little significance.

The essential as well as inconsistent character of such debate promotes the formu-

lation of diagnostics whose technical foundations are often obscure, even if they 

sometimes rely upon numerical data. The idea that the Community has produced 

80% of national legislation in force has recently gained so much credence that it  

1  I would like to earnestly thank Jean Maia, who produced the ground-breaking analysis cited below, for making 
himself available and for the advice he gave me while I was completing this study for which I am, of course, solely 
responsible.
2 To use the judicious expression chosen by Jean Quatremer in the title of a paper published in the collective work, 
Notre Europe, N. Gnesotto and M Rocard (Dir.), Robert Laffont, Paris, 2008.
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sometimes appears to be a self-evident conclusion for its opponents, as well as 

many of its supporters, even though, as we shall see, it is grossly exaggerated.

The political vagueness surrounding any accurate appraisal of the impact of 

Community law on national legislation has inspired assessments that are all the 

more extreme that they claim to be based upon statements attributed to Jacques 

Delors, and which are not necessarily being interpreted as they should be (see Text 

box 1).

It is evident that another reason why such political and legal vagueness has sur-

rounded the impact of Community law on national legislation for such a long time 

is that it is very difficult to precisely measure it3.In his ground-breaking article on 

the subject4, Jean Maïa clearly pointed out the technical complexity of the task: 

“How can the complex workings of these two different legal systems be reduced to 

a percentage? The latter would vary, whether calculated on a law-by-law, or article 

of law-by-article of law, basis. It would also be necessary to stipulate whether or 

not the legislative measures required by Community law should be included, or 

only provisions influenced or inspired by the latter.”

If we have nonetheless strived to address this issue, it is because, as we previously 

mentioned, this field is already full of political analyses tending to overlook such 

subtleties. We will attempt to do so in the sole aim of refuting the most blatant 

misinterpretations on the basis of reasoning presented within each developed 

theme, in order to measure their orders of magnitude as accurately as possible5.

In order to minimize any risk of inaccuracy and make the best use of available 

data6,the scope of this study will be limited to the total number of Community and 

national normative acts (and not to the number of articles or characters thereof), 

as well as to the “measures directly pertaining to the Community legal order,” and 

not just to those inspired and influenced by it:

3 On this subject, see La norme internationale en droit français - Study - Council of State - La documentation française 
(2000).
4 Jean Maia, ”La contrainte européenne sur la loi,” Revue Pouvoirs, no. 114 (2005).
5 See Appendix 1 for additional methodological considerations.
6 I would like to thank Carine Soulay and Juliette Clavière for making themselves available, for their advice, as well as 
for the data which the General Secretariat of European Affairs (SGAE) was kind enough to share with me concerning the 
legislative or regulatory nature of the Community’s draft normative acts submitted to the Council between 1992 and 
2008, and the data concerning the nature of national legislative acts used to transpose Community directives from 
2000 to 2008.
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• on the Community level, we adopted a policy approach by focusing upon 

“derived law” (essentially directives and regulations), which is regularly 

adopted by EU institutions and has direct effects at the national level, 

excluding EU Court of Justice judgements, which are both jurisdictional and 

specific in nature.

• on the national level, we set aside the acts adopted after a review of 

their compatibility with primary or derived Community law led to possible 

changes: in fact, such acts cannot be deemed to be “of Community origin” 

when they are, in fact, of national origin and their authors simply verified 

that they were not contrary to EU law7.

TexT box 1 - Jacques Delors anD The impacT of communiTy law on naTional legislaTion

setting aside the many misqUotations attribUted to him on the sUbject, it Will be 
recalled that jacqUes delors stated, at the University of loUvain, belgiUm, on 2 febrUary 
1987: “thirty percent of belgian legislation is of commUnity origin and (…) this figUre 
is expected to rise to 60% Within the next 10 years.” in 1988, he also stated before 
the british trades Union congress (tUc), “by the year 2000, 80% of economic—and 
perhaps even fiscal and social—legislation Will originate from eUropean institUtions.”*
the roUgh and logical conclUsions that can be draWn from sUch statements are qUite 
simple:

• some 20 years ago, jacqUes delors estimated that 30% of the national laWs 
in a coUntry sUch as belgiUm Were of commUnity origin;
• althoUgh the eUropean single act had jUst entered into force, and close to 
300 directives WoUld become necessary to set Up the “single market” by 1992, 
he predicted (also in belgiUm) that this ratio WoUld rise to 60% ten years later;
• While not limited to a single eU coUntry, the forecast of 80% of national 
laWs of commUnity origin did not apply to the body of laWs, bUt only to 
economic, and may be fiscal and social, legislation.

We can certainly sUrmise, as did jean maïa, that the forecasts made by jacqUes delors in 
the late 1980s corresponded to “a prediction of the coUrse of eUropean integration 
Which recent years have invalidated.”** it may also be conclUded that they Were perhaps 
more in line With the floWs of normative legislation of the late 1990s (implementation 
of the single eUropean act, entry into force of the treaty of maastricht) than With 
today’s legislative realities. What is certain at this stage is that, at the risk of shoWing  
deliberate bad faith, it WoUld be ill-advisedto perceive these forecasts as assessments 
sUpposedly pertaining to a given sitUation Which might concern all national laWs.

* ciTeD by Jean maia, la conTrainTe européenne sur la loi, op.ciT.
** in Jean maia’s arTicle, ibiD.

7 It would also be practically impossible to number the national acts amended after it was found that they were incom-
patible with Community law (except those rejected by the European Court of justice).
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On these grounds, we will attempt to measure as closely as possible the relative 

importance of Community law and its impact on national legislation based upon 

data relating to the norms enforced in a country such as France and by combining 

three complementary approaches:

• first, a comprehensive approach, in order to present some raw data on the 

number of Community and national normative acts in force or produced 

during the same period;

• followed by a sectoral approach, in order to distinguish the sectors in which 

the number of Community normative acts is very high from those in which 

they are virtually absent;

• lastly, a “material” approach, to indicate whether the normative acts are 

legislative or regulatory in scope, and to show that the great majority of 

Community normative acts are non-legislative in scope and thus weigh their 

relative impact on national laws8.

1.1 A relatively low volume of Community norms at the national  
       level

Assessing the quantitative share9 of EU interventions—in terms of both the 

“reserves” of norms in force and of the “flow” of norms adopted each year—calls 

for a comprehensive inventory to be made of the norms produced by the EU and by 

one of its Member States (in this case, France).

1.1.1 An inventory of Community and national norms in force
Excluding laws set out under Community Treaties (primary law), an initial overall 

assessment of acts of law produced by the EU (see Table 1.1) indicates that 28,031 

acts of derived law were in force on 1 July 2008, of which 9,685 were directives and 

regulations—the date of 1 July 2008 being retained here as a reference to facilitate 

comparison with available data on French national laws.

8 A simplified presentation of the following facts may be obtained by consulting “National laws of Community origin: 
dispelling the 80% Myth” Policy Brief, Notre Europe, May 2009.
9 It should be pointed out that the quantitative comparisons made in this study deal with the number of  acts,  re-
gardless of their respective length (number of articles or characters).
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Table 1.1 invenTory of communiTy normaTive acTs in force on 1 July 2008

Type of acT ToTal acTs

directives 1,965

regUlations 7,720

decisions 11,837

other acts 2,539

international agreements 3,959

ToTal 28,031

ToTal inTernal normaTive acTs (DirecTives 
anD regulaTions) 9,685 **

sources: oJeu/eur-lex

• acTs consiDereD To be in force, as publisheD in The official Journal of The european union (oJeu).
noTe:  inquiry submiTTeD To eur-lex on 15.04.09 (These figures may vary slighTly from Day-To-Day 
because of currenT communiTy law revision work).
** even when They proDuce normaTive effecTs comparable To Those proDuceD by DirecTives, The few 
framework Decisions in maTTers relaTing To JusTice anD inTernal affairs (caTegorizeD as “oTher acTs”) 
are noT incluDeD in This ToTal (They are menTioneD in The seconD parT of This sTuDy).

We retained the 9,685 directives and regulations as a reference in order to focus 

upon EU “normative interventions”; i.e., those interventions which concern 

“binding acts of general application,” presumed to exclude:

• “decisions,” which are binding in scope but non-normative, inasmuch as 

they concern individuals10;

• “other acts” (opinions, recommendations, common positions, etc.), the 

scope of which may be general but which do not have any binding normative 

implications11;

• lastly, the “international agreements” concluded in part by the European 

Community but primarily between Member States: although these agree-

ments are binding and sometimes normative, it seems appropriate to 

deal with them separately (in the “External Relations” category) in a study 

assessing the impact of derived law on internal law.

10 The very few “framework decisions” adopted in the area of judicial and police cooperation are an exception (some 
fifteen framework decisions have been adopted) and are mentioned in the sectoral part of this study.
11 These acts are taken into account in the third part of this Study.
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An assessment of the national laws in force in France (see Table 1.2) reveals that 

26,777 laws, ordinances and decrees were in force there on 1 July 2008.

Table 1.2 – invenTory of naTional norms in force on 1 July  2008
(excluDing minisTerial orDers)

Type of norms ToTal norms

laWs* 2,362**

ordinances 532**

decrees 23,883

TOTAL 26,777

sources: legifrance,  y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* incluDing laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs.
** DaTa obTaineD by aDDing The invenTory of laws anD orDinances esTimaTeD by legifrance To be in force 
on 01.07.08 (posTulaTing ThaT no law in force on 01.07.07 was no longer in force one year laTer).

An initial comparison of these quantitative data with the total number of Community 

directives and regulations in force on the same date shows that the Community 

normative acts represented:

• 36.2% of the laws, ordinances and decrees (9,685 as opposed to 26,777) in 

force in France on 1 July 2008;

• 26.6% of the total normative acts in force in France on 1 July 2008, whether 

of Community or national origin (9,685 out of 36,462).

This first comparison, however, is based upon a total of national norms which 

does not include ministerial orders of general application and is therefore doubly 

deficient:

• first, because there is a large quantity of such ministerial orders, particu-

larly those pertaining to laws and ordinances: by way of example, more 

than 8,000 of them were adopted each year during the 2005-2008 period, 

amounting to about 80% of the total French flow of normative acts in force 

during that period;

• secondly, because it is important to include these orders in any compari-

son of Community and national laws since—as we shall see further on (see 

§ 1.3)—the total number of normative acts adopted by the EU may be (regu 
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lations) or are (transposed directives) implemented by means of orders in 

France.

Due to the lack of precise data on the orders of general application in force in 

France on 1 July 2008, this study relied instead upon data relating to Community 

and French flows of normative legislation (whether or not the norms concerned 

are still in force), on the assumption that the consideration of such data over suffi-

ciently long periods would result in an equally representative inventory.

1.1.2 A current survey of Community and French normative legislation  
           flows
Analysis of the data on the Community’s “normative legislation flow,” namely the 

total number of directives and regulations adopted within a given period, shows 

that the EU has been producing an average of 2,181 (1978-2007 period) to 2,744 

(1998-2007 period) directives and regulations per year (see Table 1.3). Moreover, 

such data reveals that the number of such interventions has soared over the last 

thirty years, even if that increase has not been confirmed for the most recent period 

(data for 2005-2007 and 2008)12.

Table 1.3 – communiTy-level normaTive legislaTion flows (average or annual figures)*

year  publisheD 
in The oJeu

regulaTions DirecTives ToTal
legislaTive 

acTs/year

2008 2,249 247 2,496 2,496

2005-2007 6,629 579 7,208 2,402.6

1998-2007 25,758 1,688 27,446 2,744.6

1987-2006 46,063 3,003 49,066 2,453.3

1978-2007 61,271 4,162 65,433 2.181.1

sources: eur-lex DaTa, y berToncini’s compuTaTions* 
for a more DeTaileD explanaTion of These figures, see appenDix 1.

 

12 Perhaps the relative lower production rate of Community normative legislation is due in part to the implementation 
of the “Better Regulation” Programme, which has notably already led to the rescinding of several dozen draft acts.
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An analysis of available data on normative legislation produced in France allows us 

to identify equally useful orders of magnitude (see Table 1.4) which indicate that 

the number of normativeacts produced yearly in France seems to remain relatively 

stable, totalling about 9,500 to 10,000.

Table 1.4 – naTional-level normaTive legislaTion flows (average or annual figures) 

year publisheD 
in The OJFR

laws anD 
orDinances* Decrees

minisTerial 
orDers of 

general 
applicaTion

legislaTive 
acTs/year

2008 82 1,435.9** 7,771 9,288.9

2005-2007 87.6 1,734.3 8,382.6 10,204.5

1998-2007 69.7 1,435.9

8,229.5***

9,735.1

1987-2006 109.5 1,278.4 9,617.4

1978-2007 64.7 1,284.3 9,578.5
 
sources: DaTa from legifrance anD oJfr (“Diachronic Table” of 1997-2006); y. berToncini’s 
compuTaTions

* excluDing laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs. 
** 2008 DaTa noT available, 1998-2007 average

*** average calculaTeD solely for The 2005-2008 perioD.

A comparison of the relative orders of magnitude of Community and French 

normative legislation flows can be based upon:

• either the 2005-2007 period, which is the only one for which the exact 

number of laws, ordinances, decrees and orders is available (Option 1);

• or the 1978-2007 period, the longest and therefore the most representative 

one, provided that the reference used is the average annual total of ministe-

rial orders reported for the years 2005-2008 (Option 2).

If we retain Option 1 (see Table 1.5), it appears that from 2005 to 2007, Community 

normative acts represented:

• slightly more than 11% of French normative acts (2,402.6 as opposed to 

10,204.5 per year);

• approximately 10% of the total normative acts (of national or Community 

origin) enforced in France during the same period (an average of 12,607.1 per 

year).
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If we retain Option 2, we find that between 1978 and 2007, Community normative 

acts represented:

• slightly less than 15% of French normative acts (2,181.1, as opposed to 

9,578.5 per year);

•  slightly less than 13% of the total national or Community normative acts 

enforced in France during the same period (an average of 11,759.6 per 

year).

The relatively strong convergence of these diverse data yields an initial, and rather 

significant, finding (for more specific details, see Appendix 2) concerning the quan-

titative share of Community norms as compared to French norms, namely that:

• the total number of Community normative acts are estimated to represent 

about 15% of the total number of normative acts formulated in France 

within the last 30 years and about 11% of those formulated within the last 

10 years;

• about 13% of the normative acts implemented in France over the last 30 

years are thought to be of Community origin (about 10% in the last 10 years).

Table 1.5 – quanTiTaTive share of communiTy norms - raw DaTa

as %
in proporTion To all 

normaTive legislaTion 
formulaTeD in france

in proporTion To all 
normaTive legislaTion 

enforceD in france

2005-2007 normaTive flows* 11.22% 10.08%

1998-2007 normaTive flows 11.48% 10.3%

1987-2006 normaTive flows 14.53% 12.68%

1978-2007 normaTive flows** 14.59% 12.73%
 
sources: eur-lex DaTa, legifrance DaTa, y. berToncini compuTaTions 
* incluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs 
** excluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs

noTe: compuTaTion of The average annual number of The orDers of general applicaTion is baseD upon The 
2005-2008 perioD.
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1.1.3 An assessment of the relative impact of the Community’s  
                normative legislation: Basis for an in-depth analysis
It should be noted that a more in-depth assessment of the relative impact of EU 

interventions might also include other relevant data (for further details on this 

point, see Appendix 2).

The first of these elements concerns how national and Community normative legis-

lation interact: this factor will be integrated into the analysis of the data provided 

later on in this study. Community regulations and national normative acts interact 

in a “substitutional” way, in that regulations allow the EU to intervene instead of its 

Member States in order to regulate or control a particular activity sector, inasmuch 

as Member States do not, a priori, have to adopt other normative acts13. From a 

quantitative viewpoint, a “communicating vessels” phenomenon thus occurs 

between national norms and Community norms, in such a way as to enable the 

share of acts of Community origin to be rather accurately measured (merely by 

totalling the number of regulations), as well as their relative proportion (by adding 

them to the national total and determining their share of the grand total).

Community directives and normative acts, on the other hand, have a more complex 

“transpositional” relationship, since enforcement of the directives at the national 

level requires Member States to adopt complementary normative acts. It is 

therefore necessary to try to precisely identify these national acts, not only in order 

to more clearly determine the share of norms which are “of Community origin,” but 

also to deduct the latter from the total norms adopted at the national level (thereby 

isolating the national norms which are not directly of Community origin).

By taking into account all of these factors, the raw data presented above can be 

slightly refined and more specific assessment data identified (see Table 1.6) which 

indicate that:

• the total number of Community norms is estimated to represent about 15% 

of the total norms formulated in France within the last 30 years and about 

12% within the last 10 years;

13 It should be noted that, in certain rather limited cases, the adoption of Community regulations may be accompanied 
by the adoption of national normative acts.
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• approximately 13% of the norms enforced in France within the last 30 years 

are thought to be of Community origin (about 10% in the last 10 years).

These orders of magnitude, which will be discussed again in the sectoral part of 

this study (§ 1.2), vary widely according to the area concerned.

Table 1.6 – quanTiTaTive share of communiTy norms - refineD DaTa

as %
in proporTion To all 

normaTive legislaTion 
formulaTeD in france

in proporTion To all 
normaTive legislaTion in 

force in france

2005-2007 normaTive flows* 11.66% 10.44%

1998-2007 normaTive flows 11.93% 10.66%

1987-2006 normaTive flows 15.07% 13.09%

1978-2007 normaTive flows** 15.09% 13.11%
 
sources: eur-lex DaTa, legifrance DaTa, y. berToncini compuTaTions 
* incluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs  
** excluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs

noTe: compuTaTion of The annual average number of orDers of general applicaTion is baseD upon The 
2005-2008 perioD.

The second assessment factor considered deals with the average life cycle of 

Community and national normative acts. The particularly short life cycle of certain 

national (such as finance laws) and Community (such as agricultural regulations) 

normative acts does, indeed, automatically cause their number to rise. Although 

such an increase obviously underscores the frequency of national or Community 

normative interventions, it tends to overrate their impact, both on all sectors taken 

as a whole and on individual sectors.

The third assessment factor which it would be helpful to integrate involves 

identifying the precise “origin” of all national normative acts, which may be 

of Community (such as the transposition of a directive) or national origin. If we 

combine the national acts proceeding from a single normative process (a typical 

example would be a law and all of its implementation orders), we would undoubte-

dly obtain an overstated inventory of the relative proportion of the number of acts 
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“of Community origin.” Conversely, it should be recalled that an accurate identifi-

cation of the number of national acts “of Community origin” should also lead us 

to distinguish:

• the national normative acts which are truly of Community origin – such as a 

law or a decree specifically adopted to transpose a directive;

• the normative acts which would have been adopted regardless, under the 

impetus of national authorities, and which serve as “ vehicles”  incorpora-

ting provisions aimed at transposing a directive’s content14 and constitute 

only a small part of the act concerned.

Although all of these subtleties should call for cautious consideration of the quanti-

tative data presented throughout this study, they do not seem of a sort to challenge 

the validity of the orders of magnitude thus identified, nor of those which a more 

in-depth sectoral (§1-2) and material (§1-3) assessment may reveal.

1.2 Community norms are concentrated in specific sectors

Measuring the impact of the Community’s normative interventions on national law 

also calls for adopting a complementary sectoral approach which would take into 

account the fact  that: 

• EU adopts normative acts only in those sectors cited by the Treaties, 

although it is possible for the EU to intervene very broadly by resorting to 

non-normative acts (see Part 3 of this study);

• a substantial part of the Community’s normative interventions are concen-

trated in relatively few activity sectors (Agriculture, for example), in view of 

the highly economic focus of European integration.

As will be shown later, taking into account these additional sectoral factors leads 

us to considerably reduce the relative impact of Community normative interven-

tions on national laws in numerous sectors.

14 This search for national normative “vehicules” is particularly common for acts having legislative implications (a 
typical example being the finance law); moreover, the reason the transposition is delayed is often because a “vehicle” 
with the same theme as that of the directive to be transposed is not available in the short term.
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1.2.1 A highly sectoral concentration of Community norms
Assessing the number of directives and regulations in each of the 20 sectors iden-

tified by the EUR-Lex database directory (see Table 1.7) leads to the conclusion 

that three of these sectors predominate:

• slightly less than half of the regulations and directives are concentrated in 

the Agriculture sector alone;

• a large quantity of norms are also found in the Internal Market sector. If 

we consider only normative acts in force – the latter amounts to 11% of 

the grand total for the sole item “Industrial Policy and Internal Market,” yet 

amounts to 20% of this same total if we include normative acts relating to 

the “Free movement of goods” (9.8%), and even reach nearly one-fourth of 

the total if we add norms relating to the “Freedom of movement for workers 

and social policy” and the “Right of establishment and freedom to provide 

services”;

• nearly 10% of the total number of Community normative acts in force, and 

more than 13% of the normative acts adopted between 1987 and 2006, are 

concentrated in the External Relations sector, as well as a large number of 

technical regulations of an economic and financial nature.

Table 1.7 – secTorial breakDown of regulaTions anD DirecTives

in force on 
01.07.08

aDopTeD beTween 
1987 anD 2006

secTor ToTal
% of 
ToTal

ToTal
% of 
ToTal

general, financial and institUtional 
matters

338 3.0 361 1.3

cUstoms Union and free movement of 
goods

952 8.3 3,962 14.2

freedom of movement for Workers and 
social policy

206 1.8 229 0.8

right of establishment and freedom to 
provide services

157 1.4 178 0.6

economic and monetary policy and 
free movement of capital

148 1.3 162 0.6

indUstrial policy and internal market 1,067 9.4 998 3.6

competition policy 60 0.5 109 0.4
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laW relating to Undertakings 121 1.1 114 0.4

taxation 101 0.9 105 0.4

agricUltUre 4,821 42.3 13,581 48.6

fisheriesf 703 6.2 2,378 8.5

transport policy 382 3.3 423 1.5

energy 55 0.5 69 0.2

regional policy and coordination of 
strUctUral instrUments

122 1.1 169 0.6

environment, consUmers and health 
protection

715 6.3 851 3.0

science, information, edUcation and 
cUltUre

76 0.7 76 0.3

external relations 1,068 9.4 3,815 13.6

common foreign and secUrity policy 
(cfsp) 219 1.9 255 0.9

area of freedom, secUrity and jUstice 85 0.7 107 0.4

people’s eUrope 7 0.1 10 0

ToTal secTors ** 11,403 100 27,952 100

Unassigned acts *** 24 24,587

ToTal, incluDing unassigneD acTs. 11,427 52,539

sources: eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* The ToTal amounTs relaTing To The secToral DaTa (11,427 anD 52,539) exceeD The granD ToTals 
menTioneD in Tables 1.1. (9,685) anD 1.3 (49, 066) because some normaTive acTs are assigneD To 
Two DifferenT secTors (DuplicaTeD). for example, a DirecTive liberalizing The elecTriciTy markeT will be 
TallieD in boTh The inTernal markeT secTor anD in The energy secTor , eTc.
***  acTs noT assigneD To any secTors are Those acTs  which  recTify or amenD The conTenT of alreaDy-
exisTing acTs (see §1.3).

By contrast, it is striking to note that:

• all of the other sectors listed in the EUR-Lex database generate less than 

20% of Community norms (about 15% of the acts in force);

• community normative acts produced in certain sectors such as Taxation, 

Energy, Science, information, education and culture, represent less than 1% 

of the total normative acts in force.
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Lastly, it should also be pointed out that two sectors in which few Community 

norms are in force constitute special cases:

• that of Competition, since it is Community primary law (text of the Treaties) 

which serves as a legal basis in many EU interventions (the great majority of 

which involve decisions);

• that of the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice, in which normative-type 

interventions may be the subject of “framework decisions” adopted on the 

basis of intergovernmental cooperation, yet have legal effects similar to 

those of the directives.

1.2.2 Very few Community normative interventions, as compared to  
            national interventions, except in a few sectors
The sectoral data on Community norms can be compared to the national data 

supplied by the “Diachronic Table” developed under the auspices of the French 

government’s “Secrétariat Général”: the latter provides a unique and precise 

inventory of the laws, ordinances and decrees adopted in France between 1987 

and 2006, along with a breakdown of the thirteen major fields of activity (the “NOR” 

nomenclature)15. Obtaining a comprehensive overview of all all French normative 

acts produced during this period requires integrating the orders of general applica-

tion also adopted, which we have done here, once again using an average annual 

number solely for the years 2005 to 2008, after having broken down these orders 

according to the 13 “NOR” nomenclature categories (see Appendix 4).

The inventory thus obtained (see Table 1.8) provides some rather useful and repre-

sentative orders of magnitude inasmuch as they cover a period of 20 years, and 

which shows that national normative interventions were:

• most numerous in the sectors of Employment and Health on one hand, and 

of the Economy on the other (about 18% for each sector);

• substantial in the sectors of Agriculture, Transport and Equipment, and 

Interior and Overseas territories (with an average of close to 10%);

• significant in a series of other sectors (Culture, Defence, Ecology, Justice 

and Education).

15 My earnest thanks to Olivier Garnier (Directorate of the “Journaux officiels”) and to his team (Pierre Larrède, Louis 
Martin and Philippe Gibon) for having provided me with these data.
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This inventory applies to France and results would naturally be different in other 

EU countries: there would be fewer national normative interventions in the agricul-

tural sector in countries without, or with a limited, agricultural industry, in the area 

of defence in neutral countries, in the area of the economy in very liberal countries, 

etc. However, it seems sufficiently representative to highlight the decidedly atypical 

nature of the Community’s normative interventions as compared to national inter-

ventions, which is attributable to the fact that the EU intervenes only in areas in 

which the Community Treaties have entrusted it with the competence to do so, and 

which to date are relatively few.

Such a variance points to the likelihood of a significant difference in the number 

of Community normative interventions according to sector. To measure its extent, 

the Community norms produced may be compared to the French normative acts 

adopted during the same period, provided that the two nomenclatures are corre-

lated, which requires identifying the Community acts according to the 13-sector 

“NOR” nomenclature by breaking down the 20 sectors of the “EUR-Lex Directory” 

and, as accurately as possible, assigning each category of Community acts to the 

appropriate sectors (see Appendix 4).
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Table 1.8 – secToral beakDown of french normaTive legislaTion for The perioD 1987-2006

secTor

Type of acT
laws orDin. Decrees orDers ToTal % ToTal

agriculTure 1.9 0.95 83.75 935 1,021.60 10.6

culTure 2.4 0.25 48.1 347.5 398.25 4.1

Defence 1.75 0.2 63.5 474 539.45 5.6

ecology 1.1 0.45 31.25 390.4 423.20 4.4

economy, 
inDusTry, sme & 
buDgeT

11.15 2.15 275.65 1,447.75 1,736.70 18.1

naTional 
eDucaTion, youTh 
anD sporTs

2.25 0.35 108 216.25 326.85 3.4

employmenT anD 
healTh

8 2.95 211.4 1,599.25 1,821.60 18.9

civil service 
anD governmenT 
organizaTion

2.3 0.15 48.95 98.25 149.65 1.6

inTerior anD 
overseas 
TerriTories

8.85 5.9 112.25 629.5 756.50 7.9

JusTice 9.65 1.55 58.4 358.25 427.85 4.4

prime minisTer 0.7 40.2 123.5 164.40 1.7

TransporT & 
equipmenT

4.1 0.9 86.85 843.3 935.15 9.7

foreign affairs 39.05 0.05 110.1 191 340.20 3.5

ToTal 93.2 15.85 1,278.4 8,229.75 9,617.20 100.0

sources: sgg/oJfr DaTa, 1987-2008 Diachronic Table, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

The comparative data thus obtained (seeTable 1.9) first confirm that the Community 

norms’ relative global share of the total normative legislation in force in France is 

less than 20% (it amounts to about 12%). More importantly, they also show that 

this average share conceals significant sector-to-sector variances inasmuch as the 

weighted relative proportion of Community norms as compared to the total norms 

in force in France amounts to:
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• slightly less than half in the Agriculture sector;

• about 20% in the Economy sector and in that of Foreign Affairs;

• slightly less than 5% in the area of Ecology;

• levels of less than 2% in the 10 other sectors.

This strong sectoral variation of the Community normative act share of the total 

acts in force in France called for an inventory which isolates the EU’s main sectors 

of intervention (see Table 1.10). Such an inventory underscores the fact that, 

excluding the Agriculture and Economy sectors, the Community’s normative acts 

represent slightly more than 2% of all normative acts in force in France.

Table 1.9 - relaTive proporTion of communiTy anD french normaTive flows by secTor for The perioD 
1987-2006

secTors
DirecTives anD 

regulaTions

laws, 
orDinances, 

Decrees & 
orDers

eu anD france 
acTs

eu %/ ToTal

foreign affairs 89.6 340.2 429.8 20.8%

agriculTure 798.4 1,021.6 1,820 43.9%

culTure 0 397.8 397.8 0%

Defence 0.9 534.4 535.3 0.2%

ecology 19.75 434.9 454.65 4.3%

economy 423.65 1,737.1 2,160.75 19.6%

eDucaTion, youTh 
& sporTs

1.7 827.1 828.8 0.2%

employmenT anD 
healTh

14.45 1,821.1 1,835.55 0.8%

inTerior anD 
overseas 
TerriTories

12.45 1,207.7 1,220.15 1%

JusTice 1.05 689.7 690.75 0.2%

TransporT & 
equipmenT

21.75 1,167.2 1,188.95 1.8%

granD ToTal 1,383.7 10,178.8 11,562.5 12%

sources: sgg (1987-2006 Diachronic Table), eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

noTe: compuTaTion of The average annual number of The orDers of general applicaTion is baseD upon The 
2005-2008 perioD.
* The refineD figures presenTeD here Take inTo accounT The DirecT link beTween eu DirecTives anD The 
naTional acTs useD for Their TransposiTion (on average 2.75 acTs During The 2000-2008 perioD). for 
more specific DeTails, see appenDix 2.
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Table 1.10 - normaTive acTs aDopTeD aT The communiTy level anD in france, anD The eu’s relaTive share 
(1987-2006 perioD), excluDing economy anD agriculTure

average/year
DirecTives anD 

regulaTions

laws, orDinances, 
Decrees anD orDers

eu anD france 
acTs

eu %/ 
ToTal

granD ToTal 1,383.7 10,178.8 11,562.5 12%

ToTal, excl. 
economy

960.5 8,441.7 9,401.75 10.2%

ToTal, excl. 
agriculTure

585.3 9,157.2 9,742.5 6%

ToTal, excl. 
agriculTure anD 
economy

161.65 7,419.3 7,580.95 2.1%

sources: sgg-oJfr DaTa (1987-2006 Diachronic Table), eur-lex, y berToncini’s compuTaTions

1.2.3 The trans-sectoral aspects of certain EU normative interventions
In concluding this sectoral inventory, we will stress that, here too, any interpreta-

tion of the quantitative data presented above should be supplemented by more 

qualitative data which would make it possible to determine a particular norm’s 

concrete impact. Without attempting, in this study, to develop such a complemen-

tary analysis, we will simply point out that the assessment of the impact of EU 

normative interventions should also take into account some of these interven-

tions’ trans-sectoral implications.

The liberalization directives adopted within the framework of the Internal Market 

sector may, for example, concern a number of other sectors (e.g., Energy, Transports, 

etc.). They may have a general impact upon areas in which the EU does not have 

direct authority: for example, the implementation of the free movement of capital 

or of workers greatly influences how Member States set up their direct taxation 

level, even though such taxation is not subject to EU normative decisions.

EU interventions in matters of trade policy should also be mentioned, since they 

can have a considerable impact on how a particular economic sector functions. It 

is evident that protections granted, for example, to European cultural industries 
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play a decisive role for such industries; however, they are listed in the EUR-Lex 

database under the heading “External Relations,” even though the sub-heading 

“Culture” remains empty.

Another example would be the well-known “Stability and Growth Pact” formalized 

by two regulations applicable to the Economic and Monetary Policy sector, which 

obviously has a relatively trans-sectoral impact inasmuch as it can influence the 

level of public expenditure budgeted in all areas of State intervention. It will be 

recalled, however, that this Pact’s actual legal influence will only be felt in the few 

Member States which are having difficulties in complying with its rules and also 

that the States are nonetheless able to retain all of their freedom with respect to 

the sectoral allocation of their expenditure.

As a whole, trans-sectoral type Community norms do not seem to be of a sort to 

challenge the data on sectoral orders of magnitude identified above, which may 

therefore serve as a useful basis of comparison with the national norms produced 

per sector.

1.3 Community norms in France: A rather incidental material  
         impact

An assessment of the relative impact of the Community’s normative acts on French 

law should also lead to an analysis of the material influence of such acts by indica-

ting whether they are of a legislative or regulatory nature.

To that end, it might be helpful to compare Community and national norms by 

distinguishing them according to their author, and by isolating those which 

are adopted by political authorities commonly deemed to exercise legislative 

authority: Parliament at the national level, and the European Parliament, acting 

in a joint decision capacity with the Council at the Community level (see Appendix 

3). Such an analysis, however, would not be reliable unless it considered all 

normative acts adopted by the Council and the European Parliament to be of a 

legislative nature. As shown below, such is actually not the case: these norms can 
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also concern secondary areas which would not be the subject of a national law.

This calls for a more detailed analysis of the material nature of Community and 

national normative acts, based upon normative flows recorded over periods suffi-

ciently long to provide worthwhile findings.

To do this, we first based our research on an analysis of available data on the trans-

position of Community directives in France from 2000 to 2008, which presents both 

an advantage and a disadvantage: the advantage is that it concerns normative 

acts adopted not only by the Council and/or Parliament, but also by the European 

Commission (whose directives must also be transposed), and that, as such, they 

support a trans-sectoral material analysis; and the disadvantage is that such an 

analysis does not concern regulations, which are more numerous (more than 80% 

of the total number of EU acts).

To supplement this initial approach, we will present an analysis of the material 

nature of the Community’s draft normative acts submitted to the Council of 

Ministers, and thus to French national authorities from 1992 to 2008: the General 

Secretariat of European Affairs (SGAE) submitted these draft acts to the Council 

of State over a fifteen-year period16 so that the latter could indicate whether they 

had legislative implications and should therefore be submitted to Parliament for 

review. The value of such data is that they concern both directives and regulations; 

their limitation is that they do not concern draft normative acts adopted by the 

Commission, even though the latter represent more than half of all Community 

flows17.

16 This assessment began on 1 November 1992 (the date on which Article 88.4 of the Constitution entered into force) 
and was completed on 23 July 2008 (since that date, all of the Community’s draft normative acts must be submitted to 
Parliament).
17 I would like to earnestly thank Marie Madelpuech, a student at the École Supérieure de Commerce de Paris (ESCP 
Europe business school) and at the Faculté de droit de Sceaux for her decisive contribution to the data analysis concer-
ning acts submitted to the Council.
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TexT box 2 – an assessmenT which greaTly overesTimaTes The proporTion of “laws” of communiTy origin

a comparison of communiTy norms having legislaTive implicaTions anD french laws anD 
orDinances auTomaTically causes The former caTegory To proDuce inflaTeD resulTs, for 
Three reasons:

• firsT, because The mere presence of a legislaTive componenT suffices To classify The 
communiTy acT concerneD (DirecTive or regulaTion) in The law caTegory, whereas 
all provisions of a french law are of a legislaTive naTure by DefiniTion. we will 
Therefore menTion hereafTer communiTy acTs “having legislaTive implicaTions” (anD 
noT Those of a legislaTive naTure), in orDer To unequivocally sTress The facT ThaT 
These implicaTions may concern only a limiTeD parT of Their conTenT. in Taking This 
bias inTo accounT, we will presenT quanTifieD DaTa baseD upon Two hypoTheses: 
a high hypoThesis, accorDing To which all communiTy acT provisions having 
legislaTive implicaTions are legislaTive in naTure, anD a more realisTic meDian 
hypoThesis which holDs ThaT only half of The provisions of communiTy acTs having 
legislaTive implicaTions are legislaTive in naTure (by DiviDing by Two The ToTal 
number of DirecTives iDenTifieD as having legislaTive implicaTions).

• seconDly, because a review of TransposeD DirecTives having legislaTive implicaTions 
shows ThaT Their quanTiTaTive share as compareD To ThaT of naTional laws is 
Doubly limiTeD, eiTher by The facT ThaT Their provisions represenT only a parT of The 
naTional law useD for The TransposiTion; or, conversely, ThaT a specific law on 
Diverse  provisions for The aDapTaTion To communiTy law is useD in orDer To allow 
several DirecTives To be TransposeD aT The same Time (see appenDix 5);

• lasTly, Due To The lack of supporTing DaTa on The subJecT, This sTuDy aDopTeD 
The hypoThesis ThaT 5% of The acTs proDuceD by The european commission have 
legislaTive implicaTions. such hypoThesis corresponDs To The number of acTs 
ThaT The laTTer Does noT aDopT baseD upon a DeriveD legislaTion (anD which may 
Therefore noT be consiDereD “implemenTing orDers”). This is in line wiTh The 
percenTage of DirecTives having legislaTive implicaTions aDopTeD by The commission 
anD TransposeD in france beTween 2000 anD 2008 (see §1.3.1); however, 
iT is noT cerTain ThaT 5% of The acTs aDopTeD by The commission acTually have 
legislaTive implicaTions.

using french laws as an example unDoubTeDly has The reverse effecT of minimizing The 
impacT of eu legislaTive inTervenTions in Terms of whaT woulD be observeD in oTher eu 
counTries : The “scope of law” is inDeeD resTricTively DefineD by The consTiTuTion of The 
fifTh republic (arTicle 34), which aT The same Time DevoTes parTicular aTTenTion To The 
“regulaTory area” in which The french governmenT inTervenes. Taken as a whole, This 
“naTional bias” limiTs only slighTly The upwarD TenDency DescribeD above anD Does noT 
hinDer The proDucTion of quanTiTaTive resulTs relaTively in line wiTh Those obTaineD in oTher 
counTries.*

* on This subJecT, see, for example, The invenToriies esTablisheD for germany (Thomas 
kônig anD lars màDer “Das regieren JenseiTs Des naTionalsTaaTes unD Der myThos einer 
80-prozenT-europàisierung in DeuTschlanD” in poliTische vlerTelJahresschrifT, volume 
49, number 3 / sepT. 2008), anD for The uniTeD kingDom (hTTp://www.parliamenT.uk/
commons/lib/research/noTes/snia-02888.pDf.
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Before making this dual assessment, it should be pointed out that it is likely to 

greatly overestimate the impact of Community legislative norms on French laws, 

in view of the sometimes inaccurate nature of available data on the subject (see 

Text box 2). Therefore the data presented below should be reviewed with extreme 

caution, and should at any rate be considered as a high hypothesis in terms of the 

relative impact of Community legislative interventions on national legislation.

1.3.1 Analysis of the nature of national normative acts used to transpose  
           directives in France: Enlightening findings
Analysis of the data provided by the SGAE on the transposition of directives in 

French law for the 2000-2008 period show that (see Table 1.11):

• 15.6% (326 out of 2,094) of French normative acts used to transpose such 

directives were legislative in nature;

• the proportion of directives transposed by means of an act having legislative 

implications amounted to about one-fourth of the total (26.6% to be exact, 

since this concerns 202 out of 759 directives)18.

18 This figure of 26.6% of directives having legislative implications concerns all of the directives transposed in France 
between 2000 and 2008: that ratio is 58.2% for directives adopted by the Council alone, 48.1% for directives adopted 
by the Council and the European Parliament, and 3.55% for directives adopted by the European Commission. For all 
directives adopted by the Council (with and without the EP), that figure is 51.5%. Analysis of the SGAE-EC data, which 
only concerns the draft normative acts submitted to the Council during the 1992-2008 period, shows that 67% of the 
draft directives submitted to the Council included a legislative component, while this ratio was 68% for draft regula-
tions submitted to the Council during this same period.
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Table 1.11 - number anD maTerial naTure of acTs Transposing communiTy DirecTives in france

for The perioD 2000-2008

legislaTive acTs regulaTory acTs
TOTAL

Type of acT DDaDc* laws orDinances Decrees orDers Diverse**

number of acTs 61 206 59 669 1,066 33 2,094

ToTal legs./regs. 326 1,768

average no. of 
acTs per DirecTive

0.43 2.32 2.75

number of 
DirecTives 
concerneD

202 557 759

number of 
DirecTives 
concerneD/year

22.4 61.9 84.3

sources: sgae  DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* “DDaDcs”  (“Diverses DisposiTions D’aDapTaTion au DroiT communauTaire”) are laws on Diverse 
provisions for The aDapTaTion To communiTy law (see appenDix 5).
** ”Diverse” regulaTory acTs incluDe, for example, Decisions maDe by an inDepenDenT public service 
auThoriTy.

A more sectoral assessment of the material nature of the acts used in France to 

transpose Community directives (see Table 1.12) reveals that this overall average 

conceals major disparities between:

• the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice sector, in which the number of 

acts having legislative implications amounts to two-thirds of the transpo-

sing acts used (including framework decisions);

• two sectors (“Economic and Financial” and “Labour, Employment, Social 

Affairs and Culture”), in which the number of acts having legislative impli-

cations amounts to one-third of the transposing acts used;

• the other sectors, in which the ratio of acts having legislative implications 

used for the transposition is much lower.19

19 Although it should be noted that all of the percentages presented here constitute minimum ceilings, inasmuch as 
the use of a legislative act to transpose a directive is often accompanied by the adoption of regulatory acts (decrees 
and orders) whose total number simultaneously increases.
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Table 1.12 – maTerial naTure of acTs Transposing communiTy DirecTives in france

for The perioD 2000-2008 (as % by secTor)

secTors* number of 
DirecTives

number of 
Transposing 

acTs

Transposing 
acTs/

DirecTive

legislaTive 
acTs**

regulaTory 
acTs***

“AGRAP” 290 431 1.5 2% 98%

“FIN” 71 241 3.4 38.6% 61.4%

“MICA” 159 589 3.7 6.5% 93.5%

“JUR” 5 8 1.6 75% 25%

“TESC” 37 136 3.7 33.8% 66.2%

“ITEC” 83 400 4.8 16% 84%

“TREG” 70 189 2.7 12.2% 87.8%

“EURATOM” 4 27 6.8 7.4% 92.6%

“RELEX” 1 2 2.0 0% 100%

“JAI” 39 71 1.8 63.4% 36.6%

TOTAL 759 2,094 2.75 15.6% 84.4%

sources: sgae DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* for an exacT DescripTion of each secTor’s conTenT, see appenDix 4.
** laws anD orDinances, as well as laws or orDinances which incluDe Diverse provisions for The 
aDapTaTion To communiTy law.
*** Decrees, orDers anD Diverse acTs.

1.3.2 Limited number of Community directives having a legislative impact  
          as compared to French national laws
The analysis of raw data relating to legislation in force in France between 2000 and 

2008 (see Table 1.13) shows that, on average:

• 22.4 directives having legislative implications were transposed each year;

• 76.6 national laws and ordinances were adopted each year (excluding laws 

ratifying international agreements).

Excluding annual variations (of from 9 to 35 per year for directives having legis-

lative implications) and the fact that several directives may sometimes be trans-

posed by a single law or ordinance (see Appendix 5), we find that the average total 

number of transposed directives having legislative implications amounted to:
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• slightly less than one-third (29.3%) of the total number of laws and ordi-

nances adopted during this period (excluding laws ratifying international 

agreements);

• slightly less than one-fourth (22.6%) of the total number of legislative 

norms implemented in France during this period (excluding laws ratifying 

international agreements), and about 12% of this total, if we accept the 

median hypothesis that only half of the provisions of directives of a legisla-

tive nature are, in fact, of a legislative nature.

Table 1.13 – average annual number of DirecTives having legislaTive implicaTions TransposeD, anD of 
legislaTive norms aDopTeD, in france

year 
publisheD

TransposeD 
DirecTives having 

legislaTive 
implicaTions

laws anD 
orDinances*

% DirecTives/ 
laws anD 

orDinances

% DirecTives/
ToTal legislaTive 

norms (high 
hypothesis)

% DirecTives/ 
ToTal legislaTive 

norms (median 
hypothesis)

2000 14 73 19.2% 16.1% 8.7%

2001 9 59 15.3% 13.2% 7.1%

2002 22 46 47.8% 32.4% 19.3%

2003 35 74 47.3% 32.1% 21.5%

2004 30 93 32.3% 24.4% 13.9%

2005 29 135 21.5% 17.7% 9.7%

2006 26 73 35.6% 26.3% 15.1%

2007 24 55 43.6% 30.4% 17.9%

2008 13 82 15.9% 13.7% 7.3%

TOTAL: 
2000-
2008

202 690 29.3% 22.6% 12.8%

averages/ 
year** 22.4 76.6

sources: legifrance DaTa, sgae/council of sTaTe DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* excluDing laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs.
** The averages are compuTeD for The 2000-2008 perioD. noTe ThaT The average annual number of 
laws anD orDinanaces ToTalleD 70 for The 1986-2006 perioD (excluDing laws raTifying inTernaTional 
agreemenTs, 109.1 of Them if we incluDe such agreemenTs), or an orDer of magniTuDe comparable To 
ThaT observeD for The 2000-2008 perioD.
noTe: The “high hypoThesis” consiDers ThaT all provisions of communiTy acTs having legislaTive 
implicaTions are legislaTive in naTure; The more realisTic “meDian hypoThesis” consiDers ThaT only half 
of The provisions of communiTy acTs having legislaTive implicaTions are legislaTive in naTure. 
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The figure of 22.4 directives having legislative implications per year in France 

between 2000 and 2008 can be broken down into various sectors (see Table 1.14):

Table 1.14 – number of DirecTives having legislaTive implicaTions TransposeD in france from 2000 To 
2008 – secToral breakDown

secTor* 2000-2008 ToTal average/year

“FIN” 59 6.5

“ITEC” 35 3.9

“JAI”** 32 3.6

“MICA” 24 2.7

“TESC” 21 2.3

“TREG” 19 2.1

“JUR” 5 0.55

“AGRAP” 5 0.55

“EURATOM” 2 0.22

“RELEX” 0 0

TOTAL
(all secTors combineD) 202 22.4

sources: sgae/council of sTaTe, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* for an exacT DescripTion of each secTor’s conTenT, see appenDix 4.
**  here, we consiDereD The DirecTives anD framework Decisions aDopTeD in The secTor: area of freeDom, 
securiTy anD JusTice .

In reviewing the composition of the 202 directives concerned, we in fact find that:

• 59 of them (or 29.2% in all) concern the Economic and Financial sector 

(“FIN”);

• 35 (17.3%) belong to the Industry, Technology and Environment sector 

(“ITEC”), etc.;

• 32 (15.8%) concern the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (“JAI”);

• 24 (11.9%) belong to the Internal Market and Consumers sector (“MICA”).

These 4 sectors concentrate an average annual flow of 16.7 directives having legis-

lative implications, while all of the others combined represent only 5.7 directives 

having legislative implications per year during the 2000-2008 period.
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On these new bases, the average annual number of legislative directives trans-

posed in France from 2000 to 2008 can be compared to the number of laws 

and ordinances adopted in France during a similar period (see Table 1.15). This 

indicates that the directives having legislative implications represented slightly 

more than 12% (22.6% using the high hypothesis) of the annual total of all laws 

and ordinances enforced in France (excluding laws ratifying international agree-

ments). However, those same directives only represented less than 7% (12.9% 

using the high hypothesis) of this total, if “Economy” and “Ecology” are excluded.

Table 1.15 – average annual number of DirecTives having legislaTive implicaTions TransposeD, anD of 
laws anD orDinances aDopTeD, in france

secTor*

DirecTives 
having 

legislaTive 
implicaTions/

year**

laws anD 
orDinances/

year ***

eu %/ToTal - 
high hypoThesis

eu %/ToTal- 
meDian hypoThesis

ToTal: all 
secTors 

combineD

22.4 76.6 22.6% 12.8%

economy & 
ecology

13.65 17.5 43.8% 28.1%

ToTal, excl. 
economy & 

ecology

8.75 59.1 12.9% 6.9%

sources: sgae/council of sTaTe DaTa, sgg/oJfr DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

*  NOR/sgae correlaTion: “economy” anD “ecology” = “FIN” + “ITEC” + “MICA” + “JUR.”
** reference perioD = 1992-2008 (see Table 1.25).
*** reference perioD = 2000-2006, excepT for The average annual “all secTor combineD” ToTal 
(perioD 1987-2006 ) - DaTa excluDing The laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs.
noTe: The “high hypoThesis” consiDers ThaT all provisions of communiTy acTs having legislaTive 
implicaTions are legislaTive in naTure; The more realisTic “meDian hypoThesis,” ThaT only half of The 
provisions of communiTy acTs having legislaTive implicaTions are legislaTive in naTure.

1.3.3 Analysis of the legislative (or non-legislative) nature of Community  
          draft acts submitted to the Council: Decisive findings
A review of the draft normative acts submitted to the Council of Ministers from 

1992 to 2008 led to some other very interesting findings concerning the material 

nature of Community directives and regulations (see Table 1.16), notably that:

• some two-thirds (68%, or 62.8% excluding external relations) of the draft 
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normative acts submitted to the Council during this period included at least 

one legislative provision;

• the remaining one-third could all be classified as regulatory (a similar 

overall ratio was noted with regard to regulations and directives).

This overall average conceals major sectoral disparities, inasmuch as the propor-

tion of normative acts which include at least one legislative provision is:

• higher than 80% in 5 sectors, including External Relations (RELEX) which 

represented slightly less than one-fourth of the draft acts submitted to the 

Council and the Economic and Financial sector (FIN), which represented 

16.6% of the draft acts;

• higher than the overall average in the Industry, Transport and Energy (ITEC) 

and in the Labour, Employment, Science and Culture (TESC) sectors, but 

below this average in the Internal Market (MICA) and Area of Freedom, 

Security and Justice (JAI) sectors;

• less than 50% in 2 sectors, including Agriculture, Food and Fisheries 

(AGRAP), which accounts for 30% of the draft acts submitted to the Council.
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Table 1.16 – maTerial naTure of DrafT DirecTives anD regulaTions submiTTeD To The council of minisTers 
from 1992 To 2008*

secTor**
legislaTive naTure non-legislaTive naTure

no. of D & r % no. of D & r % ToTal  D &r

“FIN” 252 83.7 49 16.3 301

“MICA” 62 56.9 47 43.1 109

“TESC” 58 77.3 17 22.7 75

“ITEC” 139 72.7 52 27.3 191

“JUR” 40 86.9 6 13.1 46

“RENET” 8 33.3 16 66.6 24

“TREG” 125 66.9 62 33.1 187

“JAI” 44 60.3 29 39.7 73

“EURATOM” 11 73.3 4 26.7 15

“AGRAP” 253 46.2 294 53.8 547

ToTal inTernal

(excl. relex) 867 62.8% 514 37.2% 1,381

“POLEST” 104 80.6 25 19.4 129

“COOP” 74 80.4 18 19.6 92

“RELEX” 187 89 23 11 210

granD ToTal 1,357 68% 642 32% 1,999
 
sources: sgae/council of sTaTe DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* reference perioD exTenDing from 1 november 1992 (DaTe when arTicle 88.4 of The french 
consTiTuTion enTereD inTo force) To 23 July 2008 (DaTe of The enTry inTo force of The recenT amenDmenT 
To The french consTiTuTion).
** for an exacT DescripTion of each secTor’s conTenT, see appenDix 4.

The interpretation of these data should naturally be accompanied by a reminder 

that the draft normative acts submitted to the Council represent only a limited part 

of the total number of Community draft normative acts which, for the most part, are 

adopted by the Commission. We will once again retain the working hypothesis that 

the normative acts adopted by the Commission are rather of a secondary nature 

(i.e., regulatory) and that only a very small part of them may include provisions 

having legislative implications, estimated here at 5%:

• first, because this figure corresponds to the share of normative acts adopted 

by the Commission for which the legal basis is not an EP or Council regula-

tion or directive (such acts therefore may not be equivalent to a legislative 
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norm’s “implementation orders”20); 

• secondly, because this figure is in line with the average share of Commission 

directives transposed in France between 2000 and 2008 containing a 

provision of legislative implications (this figure amounted to 3.55%)21.

On this basis, it is noteworthy that the share of Community acts which include a 

legislative provision, all authors combined, drops substantially (see Table 1.17):

• it is now only about 12% of the total, as compared to 68%, solely for 

normative acts submitted to the Council;

• it is also significantly lower than the data solely pertaining to normative 

acts submitted to the Council in the other sectors (see the examples below);

• the proportion of acts having legislative implications remained stable at a 

comparable level only in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice sector, 

for which the Council adopted the vast majority of normative acts, initially 

within the scope of the third intergovernmental pillar and later, within the 

scope of the Community pillar with respect to certain matters (primarily 

judicial cooperation on civil matters).

Table 1.17 -  presumeD maTerial naTure of DrafT DirecTives anD regulaTions proDuceD by The eu  from 
1992 To  2008*

secTor

council (+/- ep) commission eu

ToTal acTs leg. acTs ToTal acTs leg. acTs* leg. acTs 
cm + com

% of 
ToTal leg

all 
secTors 
combineD

1999 1,357 14,984 749.2 2,106.2 12.4%

“AGRAP” 547 253 10,242 512.1 765.1 7.1%

“TREG” 187 125 306 15.3 140.3 28.5%

“JAI” 73 44 19 9.5 53.5 57.5%
sources:  sgae/council of sTaTe DaTa, eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* reference perioD: 1 november 1992 To 23 July 2008. The commission’s acTs consiDereD During This 
same perioD are Those which were aDopTeD anD publisheD,
* * The reTaineD working hypoThesis is ThaT 5% of The ToTal number of normaTive acTs aDopTeD by The 
commission may conTain provisions having legislaTive implicaTions. 
noTe: “agrap” (agriculTure) igures excluDe animal proTecTion.

20 Such an assessment can be made by consulting the EUR-Lex database using the “Advanced Search” option.
21 This 5% figure constitutes a maximum based upon all sectors combined: for example, it is higher in the Economic 
and Financial sector and lower in the other sectors.
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1.3.4 The share of Community norms having legislative implications, as  
           compared to that of French national laws
By combining all of the orders of magnitude presented above, an overall compa-

rative assessment can be made of the share of Community norms having legisla-

tive implications as compared to that of the laws and ordinances produced at the 

national level for all of the sectors considered (see Table 1.18).

As we have pointed out, although this assessment was made on the basis of quan-

tified hypotheses which greatly overestimated the impact of EU interventions (see 

Text box 2), it shows that the share of Community norms having legislative implica-

tions could not, in any event, exceed:

• slightly more than half (55.1%) of the total normative legislation in force 

in France, if we retain the high hypothesis, according to which the entire 

content of Community acts having legislative implications would be legis-

lative in nature;

• slightly more than one-third (38%) of the total normative legislation in force 

in France, if we consider the more realistic hypothesis that only half  of the 

context of Community acts having legislative implications is legislative in 

nature.

Table 1.18 – average annual number of DrafT regulaTions anD DirecTives having legislaTive 
implicaTions, as compareD To The ToTal number of french legislaTive acTs

acTs per year/ 
secTors

regulaTions 
having 

legislaTive 
implicaTions 

per year*

DirecTives 
having 

legislaTive 
implicaTionsper 

year**

laws anD 
orDinances per 

year***

% of 
“legislaTive”  

norms eu/
ToTal high 

hypoTh

% of 
“legislaTive”  

norms eu/
ToTal -meDian 

hypoTh

foreign affairs 
anD Defence / 
“relex” (excluDing 
commercial policy)

23.6 0 41.05 36.5% 22.3%

agriculTure anD 
fisheries /“agrap”

48.2 0.55 2.85 94.5% 89.5%

economy & ecology/ 
“fin, mica, iTec, Jur, 
euraTom”

28 13.85 14.85 73.8% 58.5%
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employmenT, healTh, 
eDucaTion, youTh, 
sporTs, culTure / 
“Tesc”

1.7 2.3 16.2 19.8% 11%

TransporT anD 
equipmenT / 
“Treg”

5.3 2.1 5 59.7% 42.5%

JusTice anD inTernal 
affairs 
“JuD”, “lcp”, “sec”

1.5 3.6 25.95 16.4% 8.8%

ToTal,
all secTors combineD

108.3 22.4 106.35**** 55.1% 38%

sources: sgae/council of sTaTe DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* reference perioD for The regulaTions = 1992-2008.
** reference perioD for The DirecTives = 2000-2008.
*** The reference periooD reTaineD for naTional laws anD  orDinances is The 1987-2006 perioD, baseD 
upon The global anD secToral DaTa presenTeD in The Diachronic Table alreaDy menTioneD. for The recorD, 
The average annual number publisheD During The 2000-2006 perioD (125.3) is higher Than ThaT 
observeD During The 1987-2006 perioD (109.05).
**** This ToTal Does noT incluDe The laws anD orDinances aDopTeD in The secTors 
“civil service anD governmenT organizaTion” (2.45 per year) anD “prime minisTer” (0.7 per year) – 
incluDing Them woulD make The ToTal 109.5.

noTe: The “high hypoThesis” consiDers ThaT all provisions of The communiTy acTs having legislaTive 
implicaTions are of a legislaTive naTure; while The more realisTic “meDian hypoThesis” consiDers ThaT 
only half of The provisions of communiTy acTs having legislaTive implicaTions are of a legislaTive 
naTure.

 

Regardless of its potential inaccuracies and flaws, this legislative inventory is 

essential in that it demonstrates that, from a quantitative viewpoint, the EU is not 

currently the direct source of the majority of laws and norms in force in a country such 

as France – nor most likely of those in force in the other EU countries. The analyses 

presented above show that about 15% of all of the norms in force in a country 

such as France are of Community origin (13% according to the global approach 

developed in § 1-1 and 12.8% according to the sectoral approach developed in § 

1-2). An analysis focusing solely on the “legislative” norms (see §1.3) increases 

the probable share of norms of Community origin to about one-third (38%) of the 

total laws in force in France. Combining the three ratios would make the share of 

national laws of Community origin closer to 20% than to 80%, even if this average 
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varies substantially from sector-to-sector, and this figure is much higher in some of 

these sectors, mainly Agriculture, Fisheries, and Economy & Ecology.

Beyond this inventory’s twists and turns, it is striking to note that it is in line with 

the findings which a reasoned analysis of European integration and of Community 

Treaties might suggest, and for which the 80% figure might appear rather incon-

gruous. What is more, it would suffice to attempt to distinguish, among the French 

national laws adopted in recent years, those which are of Community origin to realize 

that the occasionally suggested figure of 80% cannot stand up to close scrutiny.

That having been said, it should be pointed out that such an inventory is purely 

quantitative and that it does not reflect the more or less marked impact that a par-

ticular norm might have from a qualitative viewpoint. In that respect, two other 

anticipated findings emerge from this study:

• the first is that the EU deals with matters “the size of chicken coops” 

(cucumbers, pasta boxes, etc.), meaning that it sometimes produces highly 

detailed normative legislation which, in France, would fall within the regulatory 

domain;

• the second is that the EU also occasionally intervenes in global policy issues 

such as national public deficit control or the supervision of mergers.

One of the contributions made by the preceding detailed analysis is that it dis-

courages the temptation to combine these two findings: although they are valid 

when considered separately, they become contradictory when merged to support 

the idea that EU normative interventions deal with both essential and incidental 

matters. What this study clearly indicates is that Europe cannot be said to concern 

itself with both “chicken coops” (meaning that it acts purely as an administrative 

body in some sectors) and also serves as a “people’s prison” which would govern 

Member States and issue the great majority of legislative norms in force at the 

national level. For if “Europe (i.e.,  the Commission, the Council and the European 

Parliament) governs us” in part, in reality it only does so in some very well-defi-

ned sectors, notably those relating to the Economy, Finance and Agriculture, 

while most of the legislative norms applied in other major sectors (Education, 

Employment, Security, etc.) are formulated almost entirely at the national – or even 

regional – level.
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Such a “theory” naturally suffers from purely technical substance offered by the 

analytical syntheses, while a more refined assessment of the impact of Community 

normative interventions at the national level should necessarily include a more 

subjective dimension.

From a legal vantage point, this comprehensive study is being offered in the hope 

that it may be improved upon by means of a more qualitative analysis of the relative 

impact of Community normative interventions on national law. Such an assess-

ment would notably rely upon more detailed sectoral monographies, as well as 

on a series of interviews with the political and administrative leaders responsible 

for formulating national laws, who are undoubtedly best qualified to evaluate the 

influence exerted by the EU. Perhaps this assessment would make it possible to 

further refine the numbers presented in this initial quantitative analysis, the key 

objective of which was to present the orders of magnitude in as useful and enligh-

tening a manner as possible.In confronting the myth according to which “80% of 

national laws are of Community origin,” the figures offered above merely claim to 

be the outcome of an analysis based upon reliable public data, using a clearly 

presented methodology and computations. It is hoped that all those who attempt 

to assess the relative impact of laws of Community origin will henceforth strive to 

adopt an approach of the same type, in order to fuel public debate on the basis of 

broader knowledge.
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Il – EU budgetary interventions can involve substantial  
       subsidies

In principle, it is much easier to assess the extent of EU budgetary interventions 

at the national level than that of its legal interventions. As a matter of fact, a direct 

equivalence can be established between a euro derived from the EU budget and 

a euro derived from a State budget in such a way that the mere inventory of the 

expenditure incurred at either level can provide a very enlightening comparison. 

This comparison is all the more practicable when it is limited to funds derived 

from the annual budgets approved and executed by the EU and its Member States, 

which are closely monitored. That is predicated upon leaving aside, as this study 

has done, other European financial interventions, either because they are excep-

tional (for example, those which recently induced the EU to come to the aid of 

member countries affected by the economic crisis), or because they emanate from 

lending institutions (the EIB for example).

Assessing the impact of EU budgetary interventions is naturally complicated 

because of their broad diversity: virtually all Community expenditure is incurred in 

areas of competences “shared” with Member States and which are therefore mixed 
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in with what is often very substantial national expenditure. Reviewing Community 

and national expenditure also requires matching similar types of funding, which is 

easy to do in certain sectors (Agriculture, for example) and more complex in others, 

in view of the differences in nomenclatures used by the EU and its Member States 

(see Appendix 1 - Methodological Considerations). 

A natural reaction is to state that these few problems are not insurmountable 

inasmuch as the first step is to make an assessment which is already widely known, 

even to non-specialists: EU budgetary interventions are very limited in comparison 

to those carried out by Member States, since their “weight” amounts to only about 

1% of the EU’s GDP and 2% of the total expenditure made by all of the European 

public bodies (primarily the States).

A more in-depth study is necessary, however, to refine this initial global assess-

ment and to point out that Community expenditure may also be substantial for 

certain countries and in certain sectors. We will conduct it further on, based upon 

the expenditure actually incurred in 2006 by the EU and its then 25 Member States, 

in such a way as to use the most recent available data on the latter and outline 

an inventory22 which will include representative orders of magnitude that expen-

diture trends since then (particularly at the Community level) have modified only 

marginaly.

2.1 EU budgetary interventions whose overall weight is limited

The EU budget, which has been maintained at a very modest level for the last 

twenty years, contrasts sharply with both the level of its Member States’ budgets 

and with that of the central budgets of other federations or confederations (par-

ticularly USA, Canada and Switzerland). Any impact assessment of Community 

budgetary interventions begin with this acknowledged evidence – which does not 

exclude the possibility of contributing some additional finer points. 

22 See in particular the paper by Yves Bertoncini and Amélie Barbier-Gauchard, “Scoreboard of public spending in the 
EU an its Member states” - Centre d’analyse stratégique, June 2009, which is available at the following website: http://
www.strategie.gouv.fr/article.php3?id_article=1053. The following comments are, of course, entirely my own, as is the 
content of the study.
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2.1.1 A very limited level of Community expenditure
The size of the EU budget is deemed to be all the more limited in that the EU is the 

region of the world in which the public expenditure level is the highest.

Total European public spending (national expenditure + Community expendi-

ture) has increased to about 47.6% of the EU’s GDP, a level distinctly higher than 

that recorded in the USA (33.3% of GDP), in Japan (33.7% of GDP), in Switzerland 

(34.5% of GDP) and in Canada (37.8% of GDP). But Community expenditure repre-

sented only slightly less than 1% of the GDP in that same year23, as compared to 

46.7% for national public spending. The EU’s total budgetary expenditure (which 

rose to EUR 107 billion in 2006) thus represented about 1.9% of the total public 

budgetary interventions realized in the EU (see Table 2.1).

This percentage of total expenditure made at the “central” level is very low 

compared to the percentage observed that same year:

• in the USA, where public expenditure incurred by the central budget repre-

sented 61% of total public spending;

• in Canada, where this ratio is 38.2%;

• in Switzerland, where it is 31.3%.

2.1.2 Stronger overall intervention capabilities than it may appear
To complete this global assessment and to properly measure the relative weight of 

the EU budget as compared to that of its Member States, it would seem necessary, 

however, to isolate certain types of expenditure which are actually non-existent or 

very minimal at the Community level, which leads us to slightly increase the overall 

weight assigned to EU budgetary interventions (see Table 2.1.).

23 Relying upon the expenditure commitment ceilings set out by the EU Financial Framework requires assessing the EU 
budget level at slightly more than 1% of GDP. Taking into account the expenditure actually realised by the EU, on the 
other hand, results in a figure slightly lower than 1% of the GDP (approximately 0.93% in 2006).
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Table 2.1 – communiTy share of european public spenDing 

% communiTy

expenDiTure

naTional 
expenDiTure

raTio of eu/ member 
sTaTes

ToTal expenDiTure 1.9% 98.1% 1/51

expenDiTure 
excluDing DebT 
servicing

2.1% 97.9% 1/46

expenDiTure 
excluDing social 
proTecTion & healTh

4% 96% 1/24

expenDiTure 
excluDing DebT 
servicing anD social 
proTecTion & healTh

5.2% 94.8% 1/18

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

The first necessary step is to compare Community and national budgetary interven-

tions by excluding Social Protection and Health expenditure, which are not funded 

by the EU budget and are not likely to be—at least not in the foreseeable future. On 

this basis, it can be observed that:

• the relative weight of national public expenditure as compared to GDP has 

declined by more than half (to 22%), whereas the weight of Community 

expenditure remains unchanged (at 0.9% of GDP);

• such Community expenditure thus represented about 4% of public spending, 

excluding Social Protection and Health, incurred in the EU, as opposed to 

96% for national expenditure.

It is also interesting to compare national and EU budgetary interventions by 

isolating the funds mobilized to reimburse interest arising from public debt. As 

it happens, the EU does not handle this type of expenditure, as it is prohibited 

from submitting an unbalanced budget. Conversely, the EU Member States often 

submit substantial levels of public debt in comparison to their national wealth, 

thereby resulting in some major spending: for many years now, reimbursement of 

debt interest has been a part of the three largest expense items in the French State 

budget, with expenditure in Education and Defence, far higher than in such sectors 

as Culture, Transport, etc. Such a comparison indicates that EU budgetary interven-
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tions in 2006 represented 2.1% of national public spending, excluding expendi-

ture for the reimbursement of debt interest. Reasoning on a premise that takes into 

account public expenditure which excludes Social Protection and Health as well as 

Debt Servicing, the level of Community expenditure then amounts to approxima-

tely 5.2% of total European public spending.

It should also be mentioned that, if such data were available for all EU Member 

States, it would be useful to compare Community and national public spending by 

isolating the expenditure related to staff remuneration, in order to try to measure 

the scope of “intervention expenditure.” The relative share of staff expenditure in 

the total budgets is, indeed, much more significant at the Member States’ level 

than it is within the EU budget (it is equivalent to about 6% of this budget). In 

France, for example, such expenditure totals approximately 45% of the State 

budget and 1/4 of the local authorities’ budget; which comes to an overall per-

centage of staff expenditure equivalent to about 37% of French public spending 

excluding Social Security administration, taking into account the respective size of 

the State and the local authorities’ budgets (about 2/3 to 1/3). If we then apply this 

percentage to the expenditure of all EU Member States combined, the intervention 

expenditure, strictly speaking, would then be reduced by 1/3, whereas they would 

be quasi-stable at the Community level. Thus the variance between Community 

and national intervention expenditure would be about 1/14 (and not 1/51) for a 

formulary apportionment which would amount to about 6.5% for the EU and 93.5% 

for Member States. The primary aim of this approximate order of magnitude is to 

show that, although limited, Community expenditure is not as infinitesimal as the 

symbolic figure of “1% of GDP” seems to imply, as confirmed by analyses which 

more accurately measure its impact in certain sectors and for certain countries.

Lastly, it should be recalled for the record that EU budgetary interventions, despite 

their overall limited level, exert a substantial “leverage effect” at the Member State 

level, mainly via two types of mechanisms:

• co-financing, which causes the EU to subordinate its budgetary intervention 

to the raising of additional national or local public funding, usually within 

the framework of joint programming which allows it to have a say concer-

ning the exact breakdown of all of the funds (structural funds, for example);
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• the adoption of “Community programmes” implemented on the basis of 

EU-defined policy objectives and in accordance with which Community 

grants are awarded.

2.2 Substantial budgetary interventions in certain sectors

As was the case in the normative area, EU budgetary interventions cannot be 

correctly assessed without conducting a sector-by-sector analysis, which showed 

that such interventions can be substantial in some areas.

2.2.1 A very atypical Community expenditure structure
The sectoral allocation of Community expenditure is very different from that of the 

States’ expenditure (see Chart 2.2):

• first, because, as has already been shown, Community expenditure does 

not cover Social Protection and Health (or Debt Servicing);

• secondly, because, for the most part, such spending occurs in areas related 

to the Preservation and Management of Natural Resources, including 

Agriculture (up to 51% in 2006) and Territorial Cohesion (27% in 2006).

charT 2.2 – breakDown of 2006 communiTy expenDiTure (as % of ToTal)

 

7,2%

26,6%

50,8%

1,4%
7,0%

7,1%

1a. Compétitivité pour la croissance et l'emploi 1b. Cohésion pour la croissance et l'emploi
2. Conservation et gestion des ressources naturelles 3. Liberté, sécurité et justice, citoyenneté et culture
4. Relations extérieures 5. Administration

    1.a). Competitiveness for Growth and Employment       1b. Cohesion for Growth and Employment

    2. Preservation and Management of Natural Resources        3. Freedom, Security and Justice, Citizenship and Culture

     4. External Relations         5. Administration

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes
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In 2006, EU Member States (see Chart 2.3) allocated some:

• 57.6% of their public expenditure to policies devoted to “Growth and 

Employment” (including Social Protection);

• 20.8% of their public expenditure to policies related to the areas of security, 

freedom and justice, citizenship and culture (primarily judicial and police 

cooperation), and health;

• 4.5% to expenditure on external relations, including defence;

• some 2% to natural resources (including agricultural expenditure).

charT 2.3 - breakDown of 2006 eu member sTaTes’ expenDiTure

57,6%

2,8%2,0%

20,8%

4,4%
12,4%

1a. Compétitivité pour la croissance et l'emploi 1b. Cohésion pour la croissance et l'emploi
2. Conservation et gestion des ressources naturelles 3. Liberté, sécurité et justice, citoyenneté et culture, santé
4. Relations extérieures 5. Administration

 
    1a. Competitiveness for Growth and Employment                  1b. Cohesion for Growth and Employment

    2. Preservation and Management of Natural Resources                3. Freedom, Security and Justice, Citizenship and Culture, Health

     4. External Relations                    5. Administration

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes 

The outcome of such a situation is that in those sectors in which EU spending is 

strongly concentrated, EU budgetary interventions can reach a level which is:

• substantial in comparison to those of all Member States combined;

• even more considerable when compared to those of any State considered 

individually.
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2.2.2 Major Community expenditure in certain headings
A brief review of the 2006 expenditure by the EU and its Member States (see Chart 

2.4) indicates that the average share of Community spending as compared to total 

EU spending is:

• substantial in the area of “Preservation and Management of Natural 

Resources” (34.5% of the average total expenditure);

• high in the area of “Cohesion” (16.4% of the average total expenditure);

• very low in the area of “Competitiveness” (0.3% including, and 0.9% 

excluding, Social Protection); and that of “Freedom, Security and Justice,” 

etc. (0.1% including, and 0.5% excluding, Health).

charT 2.4 -  breakDown of 2006 eu public  spenDing by financial framework heaDing (as % of ToTal 
public spenDing)

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

2.2.3 Higher Community expenditure in certain intervention areas
If we focus the analysis on the level of certain major intervention sectors (see Table 

2.5), we note that the breakdown of European spending between Community and 

national levels reveals sharp disparities between some sectors in which this public 

spending:

• has been extensively incorporated into the Community system: Agriculture 

(72% of total European spending); Fisheries (71.8%); Rural Development 
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(67%); Structural and Cohesion Policy (50%) – for more details on these 

figures, see Appendix 6;

• is massive at the Member State level, with a significant contribution from 

the EU, such as Research and Development, or External Relations;

• is incurred almost exclusively at the Member State level: Energy and 

Transport; Education and Training; Competitiveness and Innovation; 

Housing; Environment; Freedom, Security and Justice; Citizenship and 

Culture, Health; Foreign Policy and Defence.

Table 2.5 – breakDown of 2006 ToTal public spenDing, by secTor

(as % of ToTal public spenDing by secTor)

communiTy naTional

research anD Technological DevelopmenT 6.9% 93.6%

energy anD TransporT 0.9% 99.1%

eDucaTion anD Training 0.1% 99.9%

compeTiTiveness anD innovaTion 2.7% 97.3%

managemenT of social change 0.0% 100.0%

sTrucTural anD cohesion policy 50.0% 50.0%

housing 0.0% 100.0%

agriculTure 72.0% 28.0%

rural DevelopmenT 67.0% 33.0%

fisheries 71.8% 28.2%

environmenT 0.2% 99.8%

freeDom, securiTy anD JusTice 0.2% 99.8%

ciTizenship anD culTure 0.5% 99.5%

healTh 0.1% 99.9%

official DevelopmenT assisTance (oDa) 11.6% 88.4%

humaniTarian aiD 36.7% 63.3%

cfsp / Defence 0.0% 100.0%

aDminisTraTion 1.9% 98.1%

DebT servicing 0.0% 100.0%

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes
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After closer examination of the comparison between Community and national 

expenditure by focusing upon narrower segments of public policies within some 

of the key sectors identified above, it appears that Community budgetary interven-

tions are actually more substantial in several of those segments.

Public spending in R&D, for example, very closely monitored by the EU: in 2006, the 

Member States incurred massive expenditure (more than 93% of the total), yet the 

latter amounted to only about 6.5% at the level of the Research and Development 

Framework Programme funded by the EU (for approximately EUR 5 billion).

But it should first be pointed out that the EU’s relative share of the grand total is 

slightly higher if we take into account the R&D expenditure financed by structural 

funds (about EUR 200 million per year for R&D in the 2000-2006 period) and by the 

new Community “Competitiveness and Innovation” Programme launched in 2007 

(which has budgeted some EUR 200 million per year for R&D until 2013).

Most noteworthy is the fact that Community expenditure is more substanti-

al as regards national expenditure if we consider only intervention expenditure 

earmarked for fund research projects and exclude the funding of research opera-

tional costs (notably researcher remunerations). In France, the EU’s contribution 

to per-project research funding thus amounted to about 10% of the 2006 total. An 

assessment of the data related to researcher mobility funding, also shows that the 

EU’s contribution is greater than that of all of the Member States considered indivi-

dually (thanks to the “Marie Curie” Community Programme, which devotes a signi-

ficant part of its budget to such funding).

The example of EU public expenditure in the area of Energy and Transport is equally 

revealing, in that nearly all such expenditure is incurred by the Member States, the 

EU’s share representing less than 1% of the total. However, it is noteworthy that in 

2006 the EU’s contribution: 

• represented slightly more than 1.6% of the total expenditure, if we consider 

only the financing of European transport and energy networks;

• exceeded 10% of the total public spending earmarked for the trans-Euro-

pean transport and energy networks given “priority” by the EU (TEN-

Transports and TEN-Energy);
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• may total as much as 50% of the funding earmarked for studies associated 

with the implementation of TEN projects.

What is more, according to a recent European Commission estimate24, nearly 

one-third of the resources invested since 1996 in the financing of TEN-Transports 

originated from “Community sources”; however, it should be stressed that this 

estimate takes into account not only the “TEN-T” budget, but also Cohesion and 

Regional Development Funds, as well as European Investment Bank loans.

Lastly, an in-depth analysis of the expenditure in the “External Relations” sector 

confirms that the Community budgetary intervention level may be much more 

substantial than it may have first appeared.

Most of the EU public spending allocated to “External Relations” (which totalled 

EUR 236 billion in 2006) was incurred by EU Member States and the latter’s contri-

bution only amounted to slightly more than 3% of the total expenditure. Although 

the Community budget’s contribution in certain sectors such as Defence is nil or 

very close to it, that is not the case with matters concerning Foreign Aid:

• EU public expenditure allocated to Official Development Assistance and 

Humanitarian Aid at the Community level amounted to 12.6% in 2006. If 

we include the expenditure incurred within the framework of the “European 

Development Fund,” which is managed separately from the Community 

budget and which provides aid to African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) 

states, the EU’s relative share totals 16.2% of the total expenditure;

• An analysis which focuses on EU Humanitarian Aid expenditure shows that 

more than one-third (36.7%) of such expenditure was incurred by the EU in 

2006 – meaning that the EU is by far the world’s largest provider of humani-

tarian aid, if we compare it with its Member States considered individually.

 

24 See “TEN-T, A Policy Review Towards a Better Integrated Trans-European Transport Network at the Service of the 
Common Transport Policy,” Green Paper - COM (2009) 44 final, February 2009.
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2.2.4 Major non-Community EU expenditure
It should be recalled that, although the “Europeanization” of public spending 

mainly occurs via the EU budget, some “non-Community EU expenditure”25has 

developed separately from the Community budget, particularly in two intervention 

sectors (see Chart 2.6):

• that of Research and Technological Development such as the European 

Space Agency (ESA) and the European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN), 

in which the total expenditure exceeded EUR 3.8 billion in 2006, which 

amounted to 3/4 of the Community expenditure in the same sector;

• that of External Relations (for example, the European Development Fund), in 

which it amounted to EUR 4.6 billion in 2006, or nearly 3/4 of the Community 

expenditure in the same sector.

In all, taking into account these expenditures leads to a higher share of public 

spending commitment within a European framework (Community or non-Commu-

nity) as compared to national expenditure, depending upon the sector concerned.

charT 2.6 -  breakDown of 2007 european expenDiTure in cerTain secTors

(as % of The ToTal public spenDing in each secTor)

r&D = research anD DevelopmenT / oDa = official DevelopmenT assisTance

* exTernal relaTions expenDiTure (excluDing DevelopmenT anD humaniTarian aiD)
source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

25 For more details on this point, see the paper by Y. Bertoncini and A Barbier-Gauchard, “Non Community European 
expenditure: a substantial reality” Strategic Newswatch no. 105, Centre d’analyse stratégique, July 2008. 
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2.3 Equally significant budgetary interventions in some countries

The relative share of EU budgetary interventions can be assessed at the national 

level by analysing the “allocated” Member State expenditure level (see Text box 3) 

and comparing it to these States’ public spending and wealth levels.

It is indeed impossible to correctly measure the relative amount of Community 

budgetary interventions at the EU Member States’ level by relying solely upon 

the previously mentioned European averages (notably 0.9% of GDP and 1.9% of 

national public spending). Such amount varies sharply from one EU country to the 

next, to a certain extent because Community expenditure is allocated in a differen-

tiated manner between Member States, but also, and most importantly, because 

EU countries are very heterogeneous in terms of their public spending and wealth 

levels.

TexT box 3 – allocaTeD communiTy expenDiTure

The “allocaTeD” communiTy expenDiTure by member sTaTe incluDes all expenDiTure incurreD by 
The eu on These member sTaTes’ TerriTories. iT Does noT incluDe exTernal expenDiTure incurreD 
ouTsiDe of The TerriTory of The eu anD of iTs member sTaTes. These allocaTeD expenDiTures are 
regularly iDenTifieD by The european commission, which carefully specifies ThaT The allocaTion 
of communiTy expenDiTure To a parTicular member sTaTe is a formal exercise subJecT To many 
accounTing resTricTions (a subsiDy granTeD To one counTry, for example, may be useD To buy 
gooDs in anoTher counTry, which will Therefore also benefiT from The TransacTion). moreover, 
This purely accounTing-baseD compuTaTion  proviDes no inDicaTion as To any oTher aDvanTages 
which a counTry may Derive from being a member of The eu, parTicularly in Terms of iTs economy, 
TraDe anD sTabilTy.*

mosT communiTy expenDiTure (sTrucTural anD agriculTural expenDiTure) is allocaTeD ex anTe, 
when The financial framework is negoTiaTeD. The allocaTion of oTher expenDiTure is recorDeD ex 
posT (r&D expenDiTure, for example) in accorDance wiTh The effecTive use of communiTy funDs in 
a parTicular eu member counTry.

allocaTeD communiTy expenDiTure is essenTially operaTional (financial framework heaDings 
1 To 3). iT also incluDes aDminisTraTive expenDiTure incurreD by The eu in counTries in which 
communiTy insTiTuTions anD agencies have Their heaDquarTers. The breakDown of aDminisTraTive 
expenDiTure is very aTypical in ThaT belgium benefiTs immensely from iT (up To abouT 1% of iTs 
gDp), as Does luxembourg (up To abouT 3% of iTs gDp). Therefore iT is mosT helpful To focus 
analysis of The communiTy buDgeT’s weighT on The basis of allocaTeD operaTing expenDiTure, as 
Done laTer in This sTuDy.
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when consiDering only allocaTeD operaTing expenDiTure anD excluDing aDminisTraTive (0.06% 
of gDp) anD exTernal expenDiTure (0.06% of gDp) incurreD ouTsiDe of The eu TerriTory, The 
communiTy buDgeT’s share of gDp ToTals 0.8%, anD is no longer 0.93% of gDp, as inDicaTeD in 
The preceDing granD ToTals.

similarly, Taking inTo accounT only allocaTeD operaTing expenDiTure changes The relaTive 
share of communiTy expenDiTure as compareD To ToTal naTional public expenDiTure (all secTors 
combineD):

• The communiTy expenDiTure share of The ToTal expenDiTure is no longer 1.95%, buT 
1.78%, since  we excluDeD communiTy exTernal expenDiTure (0.09% of The eu ToTal) 
anD communiTy aDminisTraTive expenDiTure (0.08% of The eu ToTal).

• The eu average, excluDing social proTecTion anD healTh, is no longer 4.06%, buT 
3.71%, afTer DeDucTing communiTy exTernal expenDiTure (0.2% of The ToTa, excluDing 
social proTecTion anD healTh) anD communiTy aDminisTraTive expenDiTure (0.15% of The 
ToTal expenDiTure, excluDing social proTecTion anD healTh).

* for furTher DeTails on This poinT, see Jacques le cacheux, “european buDgeT: The poisonous buDgeT 
rebaTe,” noTre europe, December 2005.

Given this context, it should be stressed that:

• a euro originating from the Community budget will have a very limited 

impact if it is spent in a “rich” country with a very high public spending level 

(typical example: Sweden);

• thet same euro, however, will have a much bigger impact if it benefits a 

“poor” country with a rather low public spending level (typical example: 

Lithuania).

By taking both types of data into account, we find that Community expenditure can 

ultimately be considerable when compared to many EU Member States’ GDP or 

national public expenditure.
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charT 2.6a -  2006 ToTal public spenDing by member sTaTe (as % of gDp)

source: cenTre D’analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

2.3.1 The relative impact of Community budgetary interventions varies  
          widely according to each EU country’s public spending and wealth  
            levels.
The average public spending level by Member State (excluding Community 

spending) is relatively inconsistent with the European average (46.7% of GDP at the 

national level)26, since it varies from 54.3% (Sweden) to 31.7% of GDP (Slovakia) 

(see Chart 2.6a). In 2006:

• 8 EU countries had a higher public spending level than the European 

average, including France (nearly 53% of GDP);

• 10 EU countries had a public spending level of between 40 and 46.6% of 

GDP, including the United Kingdom (44.6%) and Germany (45.4%);

• 7 EU countries had a public spending level of less than 40% of GDP, including 

Spain (38.6%) and Ireland (34.2%).

 The average public spending level by Member State, excluding Social Protection 

and Health, is also relatively inconsistent with the European average (22% of GDP 

at the national level), despite being slightly less heterogeneous (see Chart 2.6.b):

• in 2006, 14 EU countries had a public spending level, excluding Social 

Protection and Health, which was higher than the European average. It fluctua 

ted from 22% (Slovenia) to 30% (Cyprus) of GDP, with France situated at 24.7%;
26 The European public spending level totalled 47.6% of GDP in 2006: national public spending totalled 46.7% of GDP 
and Community spending totalled 0.9% of GDP.
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• the 11 other EU countries had a public spending level, excluding Social 

Protection and Health, below the European average and situated between 

21.9% (United Kingdom) and 16.7% (Slovakia) of GDP.

charT 2.6b - 2006 ToTal public  ppenDing by member sTaTe, excluDing social proTecTion anD healTh

(as % of gDp)

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

Based upon 2006 absolute GDP levels (see Chart 2.7a), we find that the latter 

varied from 1 to 457 within the EU (variance between Malta and Germany).

charT 2.7a - 2006 gDp by member sTaTe (in billions of euros)

 source: cenTre D’analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes
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When measuring the relative wealth level of the various EU countries (see Chart 

2.7b), we note that in 2006:

• 6 of the EU-25 countries had a GDP level above the Community average, and 

which could exceed such average by as much as 500% (Germany);

• the19 other EU countries had a GDP level lower than the Community average, 

and which could reach 1% of such average (Malta).

charT 2.7b –- 2006 gDp by member sTaTe (100 basis poinTs for The eu-25 average)
 

 

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

Taking into account these public expenditure and wealth level differentials makes 

it possible to measure the extremely variable real weight of Community expendi-

ture in a particular country, as shown further on.

2.3.2 Community share of expenditure can be substantial in comparison  
           to certain countries’ GDP
Total Community operating expenditure represents 0.79% of the EU’s GDP; 

however, it is allocated very differently according to the Member State concerned, 

so that the relative share of such expenditure may be 4 times greater than this 

average in comparison to certain countries’ GDP (see Chart 2.8).
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charT 2.8 – breakDown of 2006 eu operaTing expenDiTure by member sTaTe (as % of each members 
sTaTe’s  gDp
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source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

 

Three groups of EU countries have been identified:

• 7 countries benefit from a Community operating expenditure level which is 

higher than 2% of their GDP. These consist of 3 Baltic countries, Hungary, 

Greece, Portugal and Malta, with Lithuania obtaining the highest contribu-

tion in relation to its GDP (up to 3.33%);

• 7 countries benefit from a Community operating expenditure level which 

varies from 1.94% (Poland) to 1.16% (Czech Republic) of their GDP, 

including Ireland, Cyprus, Slovenia and Slovakia;

• the 11 other EU countries benefit from a level of EU operating expenditure 

that is less than 0.79% of their GDP, which varies from 0.75% (Finland) to 

0.4% (Netherlands), with France situated at 0.72% of GDP.

2.3.3 Substantial Community expenditure as compared to certain  
             countries’ public expenditure
Allocated EU operating expenditure represents, on average, 4.31% of total EU 

public spending, if we exclude the Social Protection and Health sectors from the 

total national expenditure (3.71%, if we retain them in the national total). But here, 

too, this average conceals major disparities between Member States, in that the 
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relative share of Community expenditure in relation to total expenditure is much 

higher in some States (see Chart 2.9).

Three groups of countries can be identified with respect to this European average:

• 14 countries benefit from a Community operating expenditure level superior 

to 4.31% of the total public spending, excluding Social Protection and 

Health in these countries: the 10 countries of Central and Eastern Europe, 

Ireland, Spain, Portugal and Greece, with Lithuania obtaining the largest 

contribution (up to 17.17% of the total public spending);

• 7 other countries benefit from an operating expenditure level below the 

European average of 4.31%, but higher than 3%, which varies from 4.14% 

(Italy) to 3.13% (Denmark), and which is 3.99% in France;

• the 4 other EU countries benefit from a lower level of operating expenditure, 

situated at 3% of these countries’ total operating expenditure and which 

varies from 2.81% (Luxembourg) to 2% (Netherlands).

charT 2.9 - breakDown of 2006 communiTy operaTing expenDiTure by member sTaTe (as % of ToTal 
expenDiTure, excluDing social proTecTion anD healTh)
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source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

Note that these orders of magnitude are considerably different for some countries, 

when allocated Community operating expenditure is reported under national 

public spending rather than under total public spending. For Greece, Portugal, 

Estonia, Malta and even Lithuania, the share of Community expenditure thus varies 

by more than 11% to 20% in relation to national public spending (excluding Social 
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Protection and Health), with Lithuania obtaining the highest relative contribution 

(up to 20.78%).

2.3.4 Community expenditure can be considerable in certain sectors  
            and countries
Considered as a whole, the relative share of Community budgetary interventions 

can therefore be much higher than the (low) overall average commonly retained 

by observers:

• first, because of the differences in public expenditure and wealth levels 

between Member States;

• second, because the Community expenditure incurred in a particular sector 

are differentially allocated between Member States.

In such a context, the three following examples confirm that the relative share 

of Community expenditure sometimes can be all the more substantial in certain 

sectors.

The 2006 Financial Framework’s “Competitiveness” heading (excluding Social 

Protection) shows that the portion of Community expenditure allocated to total 

expenditure (see Chart 2.10) is:

• 0.8% on average;

• below average and therefore particularly small, for 10 Member States, 

including France;

• yet higher than the European average for the 15 other countries, exceeding 

3% of the total expenditure for three of them (amounting to 15% for 

Lithuania).
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charT 2.10 - share of communiTy expenDiTure allocaTeD To eu counTries’ ToTal public spenDing (as %) 
for The heaDing 1a (“compeTiTiveness”)

source: cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

 

Under the Financial Framework’s “Cohesion” heading (excluding Social Protection), 

it is evident that, in 2006, the share of the allocated Community expenditure (see 

Chart 2.11) was equivalent to:

• 18.4% on average of the total expenditure;

• less than this average for 10 Member States;

• a higher-than-average level for 15 other countries including France, and 

which exceeded 40% of the total expenditure for 4 of those countries (up 

to 49.3% for Estonia).

charT 2.11 – share of communiTy expenDiTure allocaTeD To eu counTries’ ToTal public expenDiTure  
(as %) for heaDing 1a (“cohesion”)
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charT 2.12 – share of communiTy expenDiTure allocaTeD To eu counTries’ ToTal public expenDiTure (as 
%) for  heaDing 2 (“naTural resources”)
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source: cenTre D’analyse sTraTégique – scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes

The heading “Preservation and Management of Natural Resources” of the Financial 

Framework shows that, in 2006, the share of Community expenditure allocated to 

total expenditure (see Chart 2.12) was:

• 32.9% on average;

• less than this average in the 11 Member States;

• higher than this average in the 14 other countries, to such an extent that 3 of 

them (Ireland, Portugal and Greece) exceeded the 50% expenditure ceiling 

and 6 others exceeded the 40% expenditure ceiling.

If we limit the Heading 2 analysis to agricultural expenditure, it appears that the 

relative share of Community expenditure was much greater than the total sectoral 

expenditure:

• it totalled 71% on average;

• it was less than this average in 14 of the EU-25 countries;

• it was higher than this average in the 11 other countries and could even 

exceed 85% of the direct agricultural public expenditure in 5 of these 

countries (Denmark, Spain, Greece, Portugal, Slovakia).
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This brief overview of the breakdown of sectoral public expenditure between the 

Community level and the national levels points to occasionally substantial EU 

budgetary interventions, especially in view of the fact that the latter are:

• only two times less than the national expenditure when they reach close to 

33% of the total expenditure;

• of a comparable level to that of the national expenditure when they corres-

pond to 50% of the total.

***

The financial data presented above provide orders of magnitude which help to 

more accurately evaluate the impact of EU budgetary interventions at the Member 

States’ level. Although recalling the overall low level of such interventions, this 

brief presentation casts strong doubts upon the widely accepted idea that the 

Community budget is insignificant: at this level, our findings lead to a totally 

opposite conclusion than the one generally accepted in normative matters, by 

considerably increasing the relative weight of EU interventions in relation to that 

of its Member States.

It should therefore be stressed that Community budget interventions are already 

strategically significant in certain sectors and for certain countries. Although this 

reality is no doubt favourably perceived by the stakeholders concerned within the 

corresponding sectors and countries, it would probably benefit from being better 

perceived by the general public, so that the latter would have a more objective view 

of the impact of EU interventions.
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III – EU political interventions: An illusory global “soft  
        power”
 

The legal and budgetary acts referred to above exemplify the EU’s interventions 

and allow it to endow the various policies which it plans to pursue with concrete 

content. Yet they do not completely characterize the manner in which the EU inter-

venes in the public life of its Member States. The latter are co-habiting with a 

range of different positions aimed at influencing the implementation of policies 

which remain national and which we will qualify here, for lack of a better term, as 

“political” interventions.

These political interventions are characterized by three common traits:

• they are taking place in areas in which Member States remain fully or largely 

competent;

• their goal is to produce a Community added value in terms of national 

policies, notably based upon the premise that the exchange of information 

and cooperation between Member States can be beneficial;

• from a legal standpoint, they have no binding effect, and the extent of 

their impact depends entirely upon the goodwill of the Member State(s) 

concerned.
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It is scarcely surprising that the number of such political interventions should have 

risen so much in the last 15 years:

• first, because they are often given priority by Community institutions so 

as to enable the EU to gain a foothold in some sectors in which it has no 

explicit competence;

• second, because it is meeting somewhat limited resistance from Member 

States, either because the latter feel that they may be useful, or because 

they find them much more preferable than binding legal interventions.

The scope of EU political interventions today is so vast that this study cannot 

endeavour to fully present them. Their impact is certainly significant, but it is so 

diffuse that we will only briefly mention the corresponding national policies which 

are much more concrete and substantial. We will therefore only touch upon the 

EU’s key political interventions, dividing them up according to their three charac-

teristic main types:

• first, by mentioning the EU interventions whose aim is to assess EU national 

policies;

• next, by describing EU interventions whose aim is to coordinate national 

policies;

• lastly, by presenting the areas in which the EU strives to promote coopera-

tion among Member States.

3.1 Community interventions to assess national policies

The EU’s first decisive line of intervention is to assess the policies pursued by its 

Member States. Such an assessment can either concern situations affecting these 

various States (such as the unemployment rate, percentage of graduates, etc.), or 

focus more directly upon the national policies themselves when, for example, the 

aim is to evaluate the level of public expenditure allocated to a particular priority, 

or regulation quality.

These EU interventions are based upon the idea that a joint assessment makes it 

possible to highlight certain States’ good results and “good practices,” thereby 

serving as a helpful source of inspiration for the others. The increasing number of 
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assessments of this type is causing a great many national policies to be implemen-

ted under the supervision of the EU, which is wagering that a form of “convergence 

through knowledge” will ultimately result from it.

Such EU interventions can often be integrated into a broader policy strategy and 

serve as a basis for a coordination of Member State practices. Yet they remain 

non-binding and must therefore be clearly distinguished from the monitoring of 

legal commitments undertaken by the Member States, assured for example by 

the “Internal Market Scoreboard” (which notably verifies that the directives are 

properly transposed).

3.1.1 Hundreds of indicators allocated among 6 key categories
A brief consultation of the European Statistics Agency (“Eurostat”) Internet website 

shows that some 450 indicators related to the status of EU countries are now 

available, which constitute as many potential criteria for assessing the policies 

pursued by Member States, and bases of comparison for their respective situa-

tions.27 Without entering into great detail here with respect to their content, we can 

state that such indicators can be divided up into 6 key categories (see Table 3.1):

• indicators concerning the “general economic context” (such as the growth 

rate or productivity level), frequently discussed during spring European 

Council sessions;

• employment indicators (such as the unemployment rate): in June 2007, the 

Employment Committee presided over by the Commission, which convenes 

Member States’ representatives, identified 28 “monitoring indicators” and 

35 “analysis indicators.”

• economic reform indicators (such as telecommunications rates, or the level 

of State aid relative to GDP);

• “innovation and research” indicators (such as the level of spending on 

R&D);

•  “social cohesion” indicators (such as unequal income distribution): in May 

2006, the EU’s Social Protection Committee drew up a list of 17 overarching 

indicators, and the European Commission specified in July 2008 that 12 of 

them could be considered “European indicators”;

27 See http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/structural_indicators/introduction
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• lastly, environment-related indicators (such as the quantity of energy 

derived from renewable energy sources).

Table 3.1 – key communiTy inDicaTors for The moniToring of naTional policies

number
sTrucTural 
inDicaTors

lisbon sTraTegy
susTainable DevelopmenT 

sTraTegy

economic conTexT 9

14 eUropean 
commission indicators 

9 eUropean coUncil 
objectives

52 level ii indicators

98 level iii indicators

employmenT 11

economic reform 15

innovaTion anD 
research

16

social cohesion 9

environmenT 18

ToTal 78 23 150

sources: eurosTaT DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

 

For each of these 6 categories, the European Commission has identified a series 

of key “structural” indicators relating to the reforms carried out by the Member 

States. Yet such indicators do not account for all available indicators, as attested 

to by those used in matters concerning “Economic Reform.” The 15 structural indi-

cators retained by the Commission are thus part of a much larger set of assessment 

criteria (seeTable 3.2), used notably within the scope of the following exercises 

and documents:

• as their name suggests, “Price and Cost Competitiveness reports” assess 

the EU countries’ price and competitiveness levels based upon 6 “lead 

indicators”;

• the Labour Market Reform database is based upon 37 indicators divided 

into 8 categories;

• the Consumer Markets Scoreboard consists primarily of 5 lead indicators 

related to the consumer household environment (lawsuits, price levels, 

customer satisfaction, change of vendor, safety), which, in turn, are subdivi-

ded into a total of 38 indicators;
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• lastly, the “European Observatory for SMEs”28utilizes some thirty indicators 

to assess the status of SMEs in all EU countries.

Table 3.2 – leaD inDicaTors for The moniToring of naTional policies

in maTTers of economic reform

Type of inDicaTor number of inDicaTors

sTrucTural inDicaTors 15

price anD cosT compeTiTiveness reporT 6

consumer markeTs scoreboarD 38

labour markeT reform DaTabase 37

european observaTory for smes 30

sources: european commission DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions 

3.1.2 Trans-sectoral assessment process
The above-mentioned sectoral monitoring indicators can also be used within the 

framework of trans-sectoral assessments carried out by European institutions, two 

of which deserve to be pointed out in view of their political importance:

• the first concerns the implementation of the Strategy launched in Lisbon in 

2000, which provides for a series of economic, social and environmental 

structural reforms to be implemented by 2010, and is the subject of annual 

assessments based upon a shortlist of 14 structural indicators selected by 

the European Commission. Taking these 14 indicators into account calls for 

an in-depth annual inventory of each EU country’s status, to serve as the 

basis for a clearer comparison (see Appendix 7: 2009 Statistical Report for 

France);

• the second has to do with the monitoring of the implementation of the 

European Sustainable Development Strategy launched in Gothenburg 

(Sweden) in 2001:  this strategy encompasses 10 economic, social, envi-

ronmental and institutional themes and provides for an assessment based 

upon 52 level II indicators (more critical) indicators and 98 level III indica-

tors (which measure level II indicator improvements).

28 Voir http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/enterprise_policy/analysis/observatory_en.htm
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The sectoral criteria mentioned previously can also be used in the framework of 

trans-sectoral assessments dealing with a specific action area:

• the monitoring indicators adopted in matters of education and training thus 

belong to the Employment, Innovation and Social Cohesion categories: the 

Council has identified 16 of them as benchmarks, while the Commission 

has retained a list of 31 indicators, 5 of which are lead indicators,29within 

the framework of its Education and Training 2010 work programme;

• the “Key Facts and Figures” on energy and transport published annually 

by the European Commission are based upon 26 energy sector indicators, 

72 transport indicators and 16 environment indicators: they also cross-

reference several of the 6 main categories selected in order to succinctly 

present the prevailing indicators at the Community level.

3.1.3 More or less important assessment indicators
If the hundreds of Community indicators just mentioned do not constitute all of 

the criteria used to assess policies carried out by the Member States, their large 

number and diversity do indicate that the great majority of such policies are now 

being implemented under the EU’s more or less watchful supervision.

As already pointed out, in virtually all cases, such scrutiny does not give rise to 

any direct legal recourse, inasmuch as only a few such indicators are backed by a 

binding monitoring mechanism provided for by the Treaties or secondary legisla-

tion (directives or regulations):

• some indicators concern the Member States’ deficit and public debt levels 

and relate to the general economic context: such indicators are the subject 

of specific monitoring mechanisms specifically set up under the Stability 

and Growth Pact and formalized by two Council regulations;

• another example is that of certain internal market indicators in the Economic 

Reform category: although they can be used as grounds for sanctioning 

Member States when dealing with the proper transposition of directives, 

they remain devoid of any legal effect when used to determine the level of  

29 The list adopted by the Council includes 4of the 5 lead indicators identified by the Commission: proportion of 
young people who have reached the higher education level; proportion of adults participating in lifelong learning; 
early school leaving rate and reading proficiency level. Solely excluded was the number of graduates with a Master’s in 
Science and Technology (MST).
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State aid in each country (only the equitable nature of such State aid, for 

example, is subject to Community regulatory control);

• a final example concerns some environmental indicators included among  

the 10 monitoring indicators adopted within the framework of the Sixth 

Environment Action Programme and which relate to legal commitments  

made by EU Member States (particularly those pertaining to the rate of 

greenhouse gas emissions, fishing quotas and the preservation of natural 

habitats).

However, these few exceptions merely confirm that the quasi-totality of the 

Community’s monitoring indicators has no other effect than to make it possible to 

compare national situations and to induce Member States to improve their relative 

performance by counting upon the emulation and “peer pressure” ensuing from 

this simple comparison.

Although they may be freely utilized by the academic community and by all 

observers with an interest in European Affairs, the political force of the indica-

tors used to monitor the policies pursued by the Member States primarily varies 

according to the institutional use made of them.

Some of these monitoring indicators are therefore often mentioned by European 

institutions (notably the Commission) in their official documents and constitute the 

basis for recurrent assessments. The annual Competitiveness Reports produced 

by the European Commission, for example, assess the status of each EU country 

with respect to 24 microeconomic indicators. Similarly, the same applies to the 

annual assessments which present the EU countries’ status with respect to the 14 

Lisbon Strategy monitoring indicators retained by the European Commission (see 

Appendix 7, as already mentioned)30.

When these Community assessments occur frequently, such as on a quarterly 

basis (e.g., the Price and Cost Competitiveness Report, or the annual Employment 

Report), they translate the intensity of the control exercised by the EU, even if the 

policy impact of such control may also be curtailed by the frequency of EU inter- 

30 To consult all country-by-country statistical assessments, see http://ec.europa.eu/growthandjobs/pdf/euro-pean-
dimension-200812-annual-progress-report/stats.pdf
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ventions. When these assessments are, to the contrary, multi-annual (such as the 

European Observatory for SMEs’ Report, or the Cohesion Report, they suggest a 

much more remote monitoring, the rareness of which is more likely to create the 

event and strengthen the political impact.

The fact that European institutions may consider some of the very numerous 

Community indicators as objectives to be reached also vests them with a particu-

lar political power, even if being unable to reach them does not expose the States 

to possible sanctions. This is particularly true of objectives set out by the European 

Council’s conclusions, which have an even greater political impact. Obviously, 

these so-called “indicators” often have a visible and consensual political 

dimension: the Heads of State and government officials may, for example, find it 

useful to emphasize the subsidized child-care accommodation rate objective if 

they consider it vital in order to promote jobs for women. Conversely, the indicators 

adopted by the European Commission may be both more technically accurate and 

less politically consensual. For example, it is easier for the European Commission 

to emphasize the EU countries’ unemployment rate, while States struggling with 

unemployment will be reluctant to promote this type of assessment (see Table 

3.3., the Lisbon Strategy example).

Although devoid of any binding legal effects, all of these national policy-moni-

toring indicators, and the assessments to which they give rise, are an inexhaus-

tible source of analysis and commentary that is often not strictly limited to the 

microcosm of experts in European Affairs.

Each time that they are brought up in the media and emerge in public debate – 

most often when the country concerned is in a disadvantageous situation, they 

nonetheless lend credence to the idea that national policies are conducted under 

the scrutiny of the EU: it is thus not certain that the least-informed observers can 

distinguish between this type of Community intervention and those which benefit 

from an authentic decision-making power on the part of the EU.
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Table 3.3 – lisbon sTraTegy obJecTives anD moniToring inDicaTor TargeTs To be reacheD by 2010

secTors obJecTives seT ouT by The 
european council

sTrucTural inDicaTors reTaineD 
by The commission

general economic 
conTexT

groWth rate of 3%. gdp level/inhabitant relative to 
the eUropean average.
prodUctivity level relative to the 
eUropean average

employmenT total employment rate above 
70%.
female employment rate above 
60%. accommodation rate 
for children Under 6 years 
old in sUbsidized child care 
facilities.
50% employment rate for 
Workers 50 years or older

average laboUr market exit 
age.

total employment rate above 
70%.
employment rate of older 
Workers above 50%.

innovaTion 
anD 
research

85% of 20-24 year-olds 
having reached at least the 
higher secondary school 
level.
early school leaving (esl) 
rates of 18-24 year-olds 
beloW 10%.
domestic r&d expenditUre 
more than, or eqUal to, 3% 
of gdp.

85% of 20-24 year-olds having 
reached at least the higher 
secondary school level. 
domestic r&d expenditUre more 
than, or eqUal to, 3% of gdp.

economic reform pUblic debt beloW 60% of 
gdp*
pUblic deficit beloW 3% of 
gdp.*
state aid level beloW that of 
2001.
deficit of transposed 
directives beloW 1.5%.

comparative price level relative 
to eUroepan average.
bUsiness investment level as % 
of gdp.

social cohesion decrease in Unemployment 
rate among 18-24 year-olds.

at-risk-of-poverty rate after 
social transfers.long-term 
Unemployment rate.
dispersion of regional 
employment rates.
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environmenT 8% redUction in greenhoUse 
gas emissions as compared to 
the 1990 level.**

8% redUction in greenhoUse gas 
emissions as compared to the 
1990 level. 
energy intensity of the economy.
volUme of freight transport 
relative to gdp.

sources: european commission, european council, y. berToncini’s invenTory.
* The european council has repeaTeDly sTresseD The imporTance of These obJecTives seT ouT by The TreaTy 
of maasTricT anD laTer by The sTabiliTy anD growTh pacT, The seconD of which (DeficiT level) is The 
subJecT of a coercive moniToring proceDure.
** The european council has seT more ambiTious obJecTives for The eu To reach by 2020 (a 20% 
reDucTion in greenhouse gas emissions is currenTly planneD).

3.2 Community interventions aimed at coordinating national  
         policies

Monitoring and assessment indicators can be used, in some cases, as a basis for 

EU interventions aimed at coordinating national policies. Such interventions rely 

upon the actual or presumed presence of potential “externalities,”31or economies 

of scale, which justify concerted action to improve the effectiveness of public 

policies. Although such externalities or economies of scale can sometimes lead 

to the implementation of common policies (such as the CAP), this study will focus 

upon cases involving EU efforts to promote coordination between national policies. 

It should also be recalled that EU interventions can give rise to the production of 

normative acts, but the aim of the latter cannot be to harmonize national norms, 

therefore these are neither directives nor regulations, but opinions, recommenda-

tions and even common positions32.

3.2.1 Coordination based upon a relatively comprehensive three-fold  
           approach

The EU’s efforts to coordinate national policies usually rely upon three types of 

instruments, which can either co-exist as part of the same approach, or be used 

individually:

31 For example, in economic policy matters, whenever the improvement/deterioration of a country’s status has a posi-
tive/negative impact on the status of its neighbouring countries, in view of the trade relations binding EU countries.
32 Such acts are listed under the EUR-Lex database heading “Other Acts.”
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• first, the adoption of common strategies and guidelines;

• second, the assessment of policies of the Member States, who may be 

invited, in certain cases, to present national “action plans”;

• third, the possible production of opinions and recommendations on 

national situations or policies.

These three instruments, among others, are present in the national economic 

policy coordination mechanism implemented at the EU level, and which should be 

systematically mentioned to illustrate this type of Community intervention. Since 

1992, Article 4 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community provided, in 

fact, that: “the adoption of an economic policy which is based on the close coor-

dination of Member States’ economic policies, on the internal market and on the 

definition of common objectives.” This coordination, which aims to complete the 

implementation of a single monetary policy for countries that have adopted the 

euro, is often referred to as the Economic and Monetary Union’s “economic pillar.” 

It is evidenced by the adoption of the Broad Economic Policy Guidelines (or “the 

BEPGs” in Community jargon): the latter are divided into macroeconomic guide-

lines (i.e., to achieve price stability), as well as microeconomic guidelines (such 

as those related to improving the business environment), which indicate in what 

direction the Member States would be advised to orient their actions. However, 

such guidelines are in no way binding for EU Member States, with the sole exception 

of those concerning budgetary deficits. Set out by the Stability and Growth Pact, 

these guidelines have in fact been formalized by two Council regulations, one of 

which provides for sanctions against those States whose public deficit exceeds the 

familiar ceiling of 3% of GDP.

In addition to economic policies, other national policies are also the subject of a 

Community-sponsored coordination, notably employment policies, for which the 

EU has been adopting guidelines since 1997. Since 2005, these 8 Employment 

Guidelines and “BEPGs” have been combined in the form of 24 Integrated 

Guidelines for Growth and Jobs, the content of which was recently revised for the 

2008-2010 period (see Appendix 8).

A more recent example of guidelines also deserves mention: those concerning 

an integrated approach to maritime policy, which were the subject of a June 2008 
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Commission Communication and which aim at coordinating the policies pursued 

by EU Member States. However, it should be recalled that such guidelines are 

purely incitant and must not be confused with those the EU sometimes adopts 

to explain what methodology it will use in pursuing the policies that fall within its 

sphere of competence (such as the Competition policy).

Lastly, the adoption of common guidelines under the auspices of the EU can take the 

form of “Pacts” which formalize the consensus reached among the Member States 

but, most importantly, assume the status of statements of intention. The scope 

of such Pacts cannot then be assimilated with that of the previously mentioned 

Stability and Growth Pact or to the two accompanying Council regulations.

The European Youth Pact adopted by the European Council in March 2005 provides 

for a very large number of guidelines divided into 3 strands: the first deals with 

employment and social integration, the second with education, training and 

mobility; the third with reconciliation of family life and working life. This is also the 

case with the European Pact on Immigration and Asylum adopted by the European 

Council in October 2008, which lays the grounds for a common doctrine for the 

control of illegal immigration and migrant regularization, and legal immigrant 

asylum, which also covers relations with the countries of origin. Although the 

“revolutionary” nature of this Community document was justifiably mentioned, at 

this point it does not include any binding provision regarding national migratory 

policies, which the Member States remain free to adapt to their own situations and 

philosophies. 

The Member States’ adoption of “action plans which will then be reviewed by the 

EU, sometimes constitutes the second component of the three-fold Community 

national policy coordination approach.

A prime example of this can be found in the stability (for States which have adopted 

the euro) or convergence (for other countries) programmes implemented by all EU 

countries, which spell out the manner in which they plan to manage their public 

finances over a period of several years, in the expectation of preserving or attaining 

a balanced situation (no deficit). The introduction of such programmes is akin to  
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a non-coercive coordinating approach as long as the euro-zone Member States do  

not exceed the 3% of public deficit ceiling (in which case sanctions provided for in 

a Council regulation can be taken).

The National Reform Programmes (NRPs) which the Member States have had 

to submit since 2005, within the Lisbon Strategy framework, are also prime 

examples33.They call for the States to indicate what economic and social reforms 

they expect to implement in the next three years and are subject to annual assess-

ments by the European Commission, which communicates the content at the 

European Council’s spring session. Furthermore, each Member State is required to 

produce an annual monitoring report indicating how it has actually implemented 

the announced reforms and their outcome.

Other examples of national action plans and programmes may be mentioned, such 

as those submitted by the States on the fight against social exclusion, or those 

concerning the measures which they plan to take in order to “better legislate,” 

particularly by reducing the financial burdens on economic activity. None of these 

action plans impose on the Member States a “performance obligation”—only an 

“incitation to use best endeavours.” The latter nonetheless constitutes a sort of 

“administrative” constraint, in that it allows the EU to exert a certain amount of 

political pressure by assessing the content and results of the proposed action 

plans.

The formulation of opinions or recommendations for Member States can be said to 

constitute the third component of the Community’s three-fold national policy coor-

dination approach.

Two “recommendations” provided for under the Community Treaties are particu-

larly noteworthy: those which pertain to the implementation of the BEPGs by the 

Member States (Article 99), and those dealing with the implementation of employ-

ment guidelines (Article 118). These recommendations are addressed each year 

by the Council to the Member States on the basis of a proposal formulated by the 

European Commission. They often provide an in-depth explanation of the States’  

33 Since 2005, the EU has also adopted a Community Lisbon Programme which inventories the measures in which 
there is Community competence.
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strong and weak points and the type of reforms which the latter could carry out 

during the following quarters.

Many other “recommendations” and opinions presented to the Member States 

are formulated annually by the Council or the European Commission, which are 

listed under the “Other Acts” heading of the Official Journal of the European 

Union, alongside the traditional directives and regulations. These recommenda-

tions and opinions are less numerous than the normative acts produced by the 

EU: for example, some 1,500 of them were in force in April 2009, as compared to 

more than 2,000 directives (seer Table 3.4). They can, however, have an impact on 

numerous national policies – even if only an intellectual one (i.e., ideas produced)  

or a political one (by formalizing a certain pressure exerted by the Commission or 

the other States).

Table 3.4 – recommenDaTions anD opinions formulaTeD by The eu (as of 10.04.09)

auThor council commission oTher auThors ToTal

recommenDaTions 229 436 328 993

opinions 177 261 127 565

ToTal 406 697 455 1,558

DirecTives 1,249* 789 2,038

sources: eur-lex, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions.
* 408 of These DirecTives were aDopTeD by The council anD The european parliamenT.

3.2.2 Coordination occasionally strengthened on an “open method” basis

For some fifteen years, the three components of the above-mentioned three-fold 

approach have been providing the foundations for a new method by which the EU 

may intervene at the national level, known as the “Open Method of Coordination” 

(“OMC” in Community jargon). The latter is often described as one of the EU’s key 

methods of intervention, apart from its normative and budgetary interventions.

Occasionally referred to by the EU Treaties, the OMC strives to facilitate the coordi-

nation of national policies “in particular initiatives aiming at the establishment of 

guidelines and indicators, the organization of exchange of best practice, and the 
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preparation of the necessary elements for periodic monitoring and evaluation.”34 

This method relies on a voluntary self-assessment process on the part of the 

Member States based upon common objectives, and is frequently achieved 

through the preparation of national action plans, or, in their absence, through the 

direct assessment of the Member States’ situations.

Setting aside the case of economic policy coordination, which is an integral part 

of the Economic and Monetary Union and involves binding provisions the control 

of budgetary deficits, it is evident that this open method of coordination is already 

being applied to key national policies (seeTable 3.5).

Table 3.5 – The open meThoD of coorDinaTion’s main scope of applicaTion

sTipulaTeD unDer The currenT ec TreaTy* aDDeD by The TreaTy of lisbon (Tfeu)

employment (articles 128 and 129) pUblic health (article 168 tfeU)

social policy (articles 137.2 and 140) social policy (article 156 tfeU):  
expanded scope

edUcation (article 149) indUstry (article 173 tfeU)

professional training (article 150)
r&d (article 181 tfeU)

trans-eUropean netWorks (article 155)

sources: communiTy TreaTies, eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s invenTory.
* economic policy coorDinaTion is consiDereD To be an excepTion.

Some of the current OMC’s main areas of application are:

• employment - which, in 1997, benefited from the first explicit application 

of a Community-level OMC with the launching of the European Employment 

Strategy (ESS). The principal aim of the “Employment OMC” has been to 

organize implementation of the integrated guidelines for employment 

adopted since then, which have notably resulted in the annual publication 

of a Commission and Council “Joint Employment Report”;

• social Policy - Since 2000, the OMC has been successively applied to the 

social inclusion policy, the pension policy and to the health and long-term 

care policy; these three separate strands were later streamlined into one 

integrated OMC for Social Protection and Social Inclusion (the “Social 

OMC”);

34 Phrase commonly used in the text of the Treaty Establishing the European Community
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• the Lisbon Strategy, launched in 2000, has become one of the high-pro-

file areas of application of the OMC. The aim of the latter is to induce the 

Member States to properly implement the 24 integrated guidelines for 

growth and employment, and, as we pointed out, it calls for the submission 

of National Reform Programmes, as well as the formulation of annual recom-

mendations in economic and employment policy matters;

• also worth mentioning are the areas of education and youth: the first is the 

subject of a highly sophisticated OMC aimed at facilitating implementation 

of the Education and Training 2010 work programme. The second area gave 

rise to an OMC aimed at formulating part of the European Youth Pact, but 

does not rely upon quantified objectives as precise as those set out in edu-

cation-related matters;

• lastly, it should be mentioned that the OMC is also used on an informal 

basis in the area of research and development, as decided by the European 

Council in March 2003 with respect to policies related to investment 

in research and human resources (including researcher mobility). This 

recourse to OMC occurred after the European Council of Barcelona set out 

the objective of a domestic R&D expenditure equal to or greater than 3% of 

GDP, in an effort therefore to induce the States to attain such an objective35. 

If adopted, the Treaty of Lisbon will provide a formal basis for this “R&D 

OMC,” while at the same time extending application of the OMC to several 

other areas (seeTable 3.5).

This increased use of the Open Method of Coordination translates the EU’s deter-

mination to have an increasingly significant influence on the content of policies 

carried out by its Member States. Such Community-exerted influence may vary 

according to the type of OMC applied:

• although the European Commission “recommends” guidelines, the Council 

has the option of amending them by qualified majority. If the Commission 

introduces a formal proposal, it can only be amended by unanimity;

• the fact that the Member States are required to submit an “action plan” 

obliges them to be more accountable. The review of this plan or of national 

situations is subject to maximum political pressure if it is conducted at the  

35 For additional information on “R&D OMC,” see http://ec.europa.eu/invest-in-researcri/coordination/coordina-
tion01 en.htm.
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European Council level, and to less political pressure if brought before the 

Council or entrusted to the Commission;

• recommendations to the Member States formulated by the EU do not have 

the same political impact, depending upon whether they originate from the 

Commission or from the Council. In the latter case, their significance may 

vary, according to whether the State concerned is, or is not, authorized to 

take part in the voting on its own situation.

Regardless of the OMC concerned, the latter and all of the coordination mecha-

nisms set out by the EU share the common trait that they are devoid of any legal 

effects which bind the Member States to which they apply and that their effecti-

veness mainly depends upon the degree of political pressure which they enable 

the EU to exercise and upon the Member States’ goodwill. In this regard, it should 

be stressed that the numerous guidelines, assessments and recommendations on 

which they are based are very frequently fuelled by EU current affairs, and that 

they sometimes spread beyond Community circles only to emerge as the focus of 

national public debate. At that point, they undoubtedly reinforce the opinion that 

countless national policies are now being pursued under EU supervision. Here, 

too, it is unlikely that the least-informed observers can clearly distinguish between 

this type of Community intervention and one which falls within the EU’s exercise of 

real decision-making power.

3.3 EU interventions aimed at organizing Member State  
       cooperation

Lastly, the aim of certain EU political interventions can be to organize cooperation 

between its Member States. It is therefore not a matter of coordinating the natio-

nal-oriented policies pursued by these States, but of actually mobilizing them to 

take part in Community-oriented actions. The cooperation undertaken in matters 

of foreign policy and security, as well as in police and judicial matters, are key 

examples of such political interventions. Moreover, they have different models 

from traditional Community methods within the intergovernmental framework 

defined by the 2nd and 3rd “pillars” instituted by the Treaty of Maastricht (and 

which correspond to Titles V and VI of the existing Treaty on European Union [TEU]).
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The originality of such intergovernmental cooperation has been progressively rela-

tivised, particularly in police and judicial matters: transfer of certain powers to the 

Community pillar (Schengen Agreements, asylum policy); adoption of framework 

decisions quite similar to directives; elimination of the “pillar structure” by the 

Treaty of Lisbon, as well as the merging of the functions of the High Representative 

for the Common Foreign and Security Policy and those of the Commissioner for 

External Relations.

Nonetheless, with the notable exception of some 20 framework decisions adopted 

since the 1990s in police and judicial matters (mentioned in the first part of this 

study), the intergovernmental cooperation to be described further on rely on 

the production of “atypical” acts which are not binding for the Member States. 

Although the latter must comply with a general duty of loyalty in relation to the EU, 

and are sometimes required to consult their counterparts, nothing legally obliges 

them to follow the courses set out by such intergovernmental cooperation.

3.3.1 Cooperation organized within the CFSP framework
The aim of the Common Foreign and Security Policy since it was instituted by the 

Treaty of Maastricht has been to reconcile the national diplomacies’ views, which 

often remain divergent within the EU.

Its implementation sometimes causes the EU to adopt some normative regula-

tions or to make case-specific decisions, but the latter nearly always concern third 

parties outside of the EU and are not aimed directly at Member States (who are 

nonetheless expected to assist in the implementation of such decisions). When it 

is a question of freezing the assets of a terrorist organization or of a Head of State, 

for example, the Member States are duty-bound to mobilize their administrations 

in order to ensure that the financial institutions involved actually carry out such a 

freeze.

Beyond these few specific cases, implementation of the CFSP mainly relies on 

three types of tools defined by the Treaties of Maastricht and of Amsterdam, which 

have been utilized for various purposes even since (see Table 3.6):
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• “Joint actions” which call for the mobilization of diverse resources (financial, 

human, etc.) to attain a concrete objective (such as peace-keeping opera-

tions, the nomination of an EU representative, etc.);

• “Common positions,” which define the EU doctrine in relation to certain 

regions of the world, crisis situations or trans-sectoral issues (such as 

non-proliferation);

• “Common strategies,” which are adopted in areas in which Member States 

believe they have common interests.

Table 3.6 – JoinT acTions anD common posiTions anD sTraTegies aDopTeD

in The area of The cfsp

Type of acT ToTal number acTs in force on 10.04.09

JoinT acTions 386 141

common posiTions 352 154

common sTraTegies* 3 0

ToTal 741 295

sources: eur-lex, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* aDopTeD in 2003 anD reviseD in 2008, The european securiTy sTraTegy is noT formally a parT of The 
common sTraTegies, which have concerneD russia, The ukraine, anD The meDiTerranean region.

The common trait shared by all of these diplomatic tools is that they are essential-

ly declaratory. As specified in the Treaties, they “commit the Member States in the 

positions they adopt and in the conduct of their activity.” The Member States which 

have adopted them will rather have a tendency to abide by their substance and, 

if not by their form, at least by their spirit. What is more, nothing legally obligates 

them to do so and they have the option of adjusting their diplomatic choices if they 

deem it necessary.

Furthermore, if a joint action calls for a peace-keeping intervention (for example in 

former Yugoslavia, or in Africa), it will naturally have financial and logistic conse-

quences for the Member States, but only those which will have decided, volunta-

rily, to have their staffs or troops participate in such an operation will actually have 

to assume part of the costs (which are allocated according to each State’s actual 

involvement).
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The convergence of foreign and defence policies carried out by EU Member States 

may also be accomplished through the setting of common objectives (for example 

in matters concerning their level of foreign aid or military capabilities).

The official development assistance example is emblematic of such procedure. A 

European Consensus on Development was in fact formalized by the Commission, 

the Council and the European Parliament in the spring of 2005, which states that the 

EU should amply contribute to any efforts to achieve the Millennium Development 

Goals set by the UN. To that end, some of the European Council’s conclusions 

adopted in May 2005 call for EU Member States to raise their development assis-

tance to a level equal to 0.7% of their GDP by 2015 (a 0.33% of GDP ceiling having 

been set for the States which joined the EU after 2002). However, nothing requires 

the States to actually attain such a level, which the current economic crisis may 

have rendered inaccessible for many of them.

Lastly, national foreign and defence policy convergence is to be facilitated by the 

creation of agencies set up on the basis of “joint actions” in which leaders and 

experts from numerous member countries can work together:

• this is the case with the European Union Institute for Security Studies, whose 

aim is to help create a common European security culture, by producing data 

analysis and recommendations promoting the implementation of the CFSP;

• this also applies to the European Union Satellite Centre (EUSC), dedicated to 

the exploitation and production of information deriving from the analysis of 

earth observation space imagery, and whose aim is to support EU decisions 

concerning the CFSP;

• lastly, this is also the case with the European Defence Agency, whose key 

missions are to define and meet the needs of the European Security and 

Defence Policy and to promote cooperative actions between the EU Member 

States in the area of defence equipment.

It is also this commitment to promote the rapprochement of the Member States’ 

and the EU’s analyses and positions which prevailed while planning the creation 

of the European External Action Service called for by the European Constitutional 

Treaty and the Treaty of Lisbon (Article 27 of the TEU). Reporting to the High 

Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy, this service will bring 
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together officials from the Commission’s and the Council’s External Relations 

Directorates, as well as diplomats seconded from the EU Member States, in the 

hope that their joint efforts will promote the emergence of a common political 

culture and the convergence of national foreign policies.

It is on the basis of all such mechanisms that the EU’s Common Foreign and 

Security Policy is expected to materialize: in view of their piecemeal, scattered and 

non-binding nature, it is easy to understand why sometimes very diverse national 

foreign policies can continue to co-exist within the EU. On this point, we can also 

understand why an observer as well-informed as Jacques Delors, when the Treaty 

of Maastricht was being formulated, warned against the use of the expression 

“common foreign and security policy” – objecting that it would promise much 

more than the EU could ever deliver. His suggestion to mention only “joint foreign 

policy actions” having been rejected, today we can acknowledge that instituting 

the CFSP has had a dual political effect: first, to imply that the EU’s ultimate goal is 

to guide, or even lead, the Member States’ diplomacy, and second, to enable many 

observers to continue arguing that its lack of action and limited influence on the 

external scene conflict with its proclaimed ambitions.

3.3.2 The intergovernmental scope of judicial and police cooperation
The judicial and police cooperation established within the framework of the EU’s 

third pillar does not display the same apparent political limitations as the CFSP:

• first, because, as its name indicates, its aim is to induce all of the Member 

States to work together, without claiming to institute a common European 

policy in lieu of national policies;

• second, because it managed to rely upon legal tools having the same non-

binding effects as directives (the framework decisions);

• lastly, because part of the areas covered by this cooperation (notably 

judicial cooperation in civil matters) has been progressively transferred to 

the Community pillar.

By limiting this analysis to the purely intergovernmental aspects of such a coope-

ration, as will be done later in this study, it will be evident that they do not include 

a legally binding component for the Member States.
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As for judicial cooperation in criminal matters, the mission of the Eurojust agency 

is to promote cooperation between Member States in initiating investigations and 

proceedings. Although its activities could portend the establishment of a genuine 

“European public prosecutor’s office” whose initial scope of intervention would 

no doubt be restricted, they would be in keeping with a strong effort to induce 

Member States to cooperate.

The area of police cooperation is also the theatre of EU interventions aimed at 

reconciling the policies carried out by Member States in a non-binding framework. 

This cooperation involves all of the Member States’ competent authorities, 

including police and customs services, as well as other law enforcement services 

specialized in the areas of prevention or detection of criminal offences and related 

inquiries. It can also call upon agencies in which many member countries’ deci-

sion-makers and experts collaborate:

• one example is the European Police Office, or “Europol,” whose mission is 

to help the EU Member States co-operate more closely in preventing and 

combating organized international crime (drug trafficking, illicit immigration 

networks, vehicle trafficking, terrorism, etc.), by facilitating the exchange of 

information between countries, by providing operational analysis and by 

supporting the operations carried out by these same States;

• another example is the European Police College, which brings together 

senior police officers across Europe for the purpose of encouraging cross-

border cooperation in the fight against crime and of maintaining public 

security and order;

• yet another example is the Frontex agency, which is responsible for the coor-

dination of Member States’ actions in the implementation of Community 

measures relating to the management of the external borders, and which 

also assists Member States in the training of national border guards, carries 

out risk analyses and provides Member States with the necessary support in 

organizing joint return operations.

Regardless of how helpful all of these EU interventions may be in the field of inter-

governmental cooperation in judicial and police matters, none of them have any 

binding effect upon EU Member States, which legally remain free to act as they 

deem appropriate and in accordance with their specific interests.
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3.3.3  Other types of EU-promoted cooperation between Member States
As a brief reminder, we will recall that the aim of some EU interventions is also to 

promote cooperation between Member States in a number of other areas—here, 

too, on a purely incitant basis:

• in development assistance or humanitarian aid matters, and in addition to its 

own funds committed for that purpose, the EU strives to direct Member State 

funding towards projects of common interest;

• as part of the “support and coordination competences” which may be granted 

to it by existing and forthcoming treaties (Treaty of Lisbon), the EU regularly 

calls upon Member States to engage in common initiatives (involving civil pro-

tection, for example);

• lastly, many of the Community agencies set up within the “first pillar” 

framework have as their implicit or explicit objective to reconcile Member 

States’ analyses and practices, for example by allowing them to have access 

to comparable data (through the European Centre for the Development of 

Vocational Training, or the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights for 

example).

***

Whether their purpose is the assessment, coordination or cooperation of national 

policies, the “political” interventions mentioned above now play a vital role within 

the Community institutional system and in the public debates fostered by the EU. 

The impact of these various interventions is probably quite significant. Even if 

they produce neither a legal constraint nor a budgetary incentive, they rely on a 

combined form of emulation and peer pressure which can, in many cases, result 

in an increased consensus of Member States’ positions and practices and improve 

the effectiveness of the policies they pursue. The influence thus exerted by the EU 

is, however, very diffuse: it can never be measured as accurately as the impact of a 

directive to be transposed or an awarded funding, so it can give rise to exaggerated 

interpretations just as likely to maximize, or to minimize, the impact of Community 

interventions.

Would it be unreasonable to point out that the role of such “political” interventions 

is out of proportion to their concrete effects? At the very least, it is obvious that 
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this role depends upon the level of priority and visibility granted to such interven-

tions and that the latter seems particularly high in relation to their actual impact 

on policies carried out by Member States. Such “overexposure” seems to derive 

from both:

• the wording of Community treaties which vest the EU with a series of 

nominal competencies (“employment,” “social policy,”  the “CFSP,” etc.) 

that in reality remain very broadly exercised by the Member States;

• the positions adopted by Community authorities, which may sometimes give 

priority to issues and policies that are still, to a great extent, the Member 

States’ responsibility: the Lisbon Strategy—at least since its relaunching in 

2005 is a good example of such a situation.

Given the context, it is natural that many analysts should deplore the confusion 

fuelled by these political interventions in terms of the concrete added value which 

the EU brings to its Member States, while stressing the risk of eviction to which 

its normative and budgetary interventions may be exposed. Or that they should 

point out that such interventions indirectly portray the EU as an organization which 

controls all but a few national public action areas, even when its powers often 

amount to little more than describing and observing Member States’ activities and 

decisions, so that these political interventions undoubtedly help to strengthen the 

image of a very intrusive Brussels’ power – yet one whose concrete productions 

and achievements remain rather difficult to identify – a form of “soft power” both 

omnipresent and illusory, and whose multiple manifestations firmly maintain the 

vagueness surrounding the actual or presumed impact of EU interventions at the 

national level.
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Conclusion:  European Union Interventions: Getting beyond  
the Myths

 

In bringing to a close this legal, budgetary and political inventory, it might be 

natural to conclude that its key findings hold few surprises:

• the EU Member States are part of a “Community of law” which determines 

a substantial (though minority) portion of the normative provisions applied 

on their territory (20% rather than 80%), which only have a major impact 

on a few sectors (mainly agriculture, fisheries and economic and financial 

matters);

• community subsidies are very limited overall (1% of the EU’s GDP), yet they 

are quite substantial in comparison to national expenditure in some sectors 

(Agriculture, Fisheries, and Cohesion) and in a few countries (particularly 

the poorest in terms of GDP/inhabitant);

• the positions adopted by the EU are innumerable, yet they have no binding 

effects and allow the EU to intervene in areas over which the Member States 

plan to collectively maintain control.

Overall, this cursory assessment of the impact of EU interventions at the national 

level generally confirms the findings that would emerge from a reasoned analysis 
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of Community history and Treaties. If we were to focus upon its sectoral aspects, 

we would observe that the EU manages economic policies and its internal market 

on the one hand, and agriculture and fisheries on the other, and lastly its cohesion, 

and a very limited share of all of the other policies, which essentially remain 

national (or even regional in a number of Member States). This, too, is in line with 

the history of European construction and the strength displayed by Nation-States.

However, it is not certain that this study – regardless of its merits and limitations – 

will help to entirely dissipate the vagueness surrounding the actual impact of EU 

interventions at the national level. As a matter of fact, assessing the impact of EU 

interventions is not just another piece of technical data; to the contrary, it seems 

to be hampered by a deeply rooted projectionist logic which is helping to promote 

political myths, making them difficult to defuse.

This accounts for the existence of theories aimed at projecting onto the EU what 

people want it to be, or conversely, not to be. On this issue, we will quote Jean-

Louis Bourlanges, who underlined the a priori paradoxical convergence which has 

emerged between federalists and “anti-Europeans” on what they view a bigger EU 

and consider it having much more responsibilities than it has in reality “Contrary 

to a tenacious myth, 90% of policies and 98% of funding remain national. Whether 

the matter is education and research, labour laws and social protection, territories’ 

administrative organization, the judicial system or the police, defence and foreign 

policy, and even – despite Maastricht – budgetary and fiscal policies, the bulk of 

the power remains in the States. In these areas, Europe is pretending – pretending 

to be seen as a solution by its promoters and conversely, as a threat by its adver-

saries, who abusively blame it for all of the economic, financial, social and cultural 

upheavals resulting from globalization.”36 Inasmuch as the political forces advoca-

ting for increased European integration and those vigorously opposed to it are the 

most active participants in public debates on Europe, it is inevitable that their ove-

restimation of the impact of EU interventions should leave a lasting impression.

Moreover, these ideological projection mechanisms co-exist with responsibi-

lity transfer mechanisms which are also far from being the prerogatives of just 

the opponents of European construction. They are also prospering from a certain 

36 Jean-Louis Bourlanges in an interview by Le Monde – 2 December, 2007
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confusion maintained by both EU and national policymakers. The former has 

a known tendency to shift blame onto so-called “Brussels’ constraints” which 

are often real but frequently illusory, and very convenient in winning support for 

unpopular decisions. It should also be pointed out that, in an effort to strengthen 

their legitimacy and reputation by showing that they are taking action “in concrete 

ways in the field and for the daily lives of citizens,” EU authorities are often quick 

to “blow their own horn” by claiming to exercise political influence that has a subs-

tantial impact only within certain sectors (competition being a typical example), 

but which is limited, or even very limited, within most of the others37.

We will conclude this trans-sectoral inventory in the hope that it may be as enligh-

tening and useful as possible and, above all, in the hope that it may be completed, 

elucidated and refined by more qualitative and sectoral studies, particularly in the 

legal area. Determining in a clear and disciplined manner what impact Community 

interventions have on citizens’ lives at the national and local levels is not only 

a wholesome public and intellectual endeavour, nor is it merely a way to fuel 

the debate on the rising communitisation of certain national policies, or on the 

ultimate “renationalisation” of some European policies. Its most important goal is 

to provide the framework for rational thought and discussion about the future of 

the EU, keeping in mind that, like the most beautiful woman in the world, the EU 

can only give what it already has – without, of course, excluding the possibility that 

it may be able to give much more in the future.

37 The tendency to send former senior political leaders to Brussels – notably former Prime Ministers – is no doubt 
helping to maintain such confusion.
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Appendix 1 - Methodological Considerations

I – Analysis of normative data (Part 1)

A – Data sources used

The normative part of this study is based upon numerous Community and national 

data, some of which had not been exploited yet, and obtainable from various 

sources:

1 - The data relating to Community normative acts were obtained via the consul-

tation of the EUR-Lex database (see http://eur-lex.europa.eu/fr/index.htm), esta-

blished and updated by the services of the Official Journal of the European Union 

(OJEU). This consultation was facilitated by the advices given to me by Michael 

Duero and Brigitte Delville, whom I would like to thank.

2 - The data concerning national normative acts were obtained thanks to the 

invaluable advice given to me by Jean Maia (General Secretariat of the French 

Government), and via contacts established with the Direction des Journaux 

officiels, where I was received by Olivier Garnier and his team (Pierre Larrède, Louis 

Martin, Philippe Gibon), whom I take this opportunity to thank. The data from the 

Direction des journaux officiels” were supplied to me in two forms:
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• first, by means of a “Diachronic Table” compiled in August 2007, which is an 

inventory of the numbered laws, ordinances and decrees published in the 

OJFR since 1987 (the so-called “NOR Table of laws, ordinances and decrees 

numbered by year of publication in the JO from 1987 to 2006”), broken 

down by activity sector (see Appendix 4, “NOR Nomenclature”);

• second, by means of an inventory of ministerial orders of general applica-

tion produced in France from 2005 to 2008, broken down by activity sector.

Consulting the Legifrance website (www.legifrance.gouv.fr) enabled us to supple-

ment the data collected.

3 - The data on the processing of Community normative acts by national govern-

ments was provided by the General Secretariat of European Affairs (service of the 

French Prime Minister), thanks to Carine Soulay and Juliette Clavière, whose avai-

lability and cooperation I very much appreciated.

• a first set of data made it possible to identify the acts (laws, ordinances, 

decrees, orders, etc.) used to transpose Community directives in France 

between 2000 and 2008, broken down by activity sector (see Appendix 4, 

“SGAE Nomenclature”);

• a second set of data made it possible to identify the material nature 

(legislative or regulatory) of the draft normative acts (directives or regula-

tions) submitted to the Council (and thus to French authorities) between 

1 November 1992 and 23 July 2008. The start of this reference period cor-

responds to the entry into force of Article 88.4 of the French Constitution, 

which called for the government to submit all draft acts of a legislative 

nature to Parliament for a review and opinion. The end of this period corres-

ponds to the entry into force of a new version of the article 88.4 following 

the Constitutional revision of July 2008, which provided that all Community 

draft acts should from then on be submitted to Parliament (hence the futility 

of analysing their material nature since then). These data are the outcome 

of an analysis made by the Council of State’s staff, and are also classified 

according to SGAE nomenclature. I would like to earnestly thank Marie 

Madelpuech, a student at the ESCP Europe Business School and at the 

Faculté de droit of Sceaux for her decisive contribution to this data analysis.
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B – Comments on the reliability of the data presented

The normative data used to develop this study originated from French government 

and European Union offices, and may be considered as extremely reliable and trus-

tworthy. The few difficulties which arose during the analysis of these data have in 

no way altered that reliability, but they do call for the following comments:

1 - The first comment which should be made concerning the Community data 

used in this study is that numerous normative acts which are accounted for in the 

Community normative flow totals, no longer are when these acts are broken down 

by sector (they are then entered under the heading “nu”). The reason for this is 

that these are actually amending or remedial acts in the form of norms already 

in force (notably “jurislinguist” corrections). Such acts are particularly numerous 

over the long term. For example, between 1987 and 2006, they represented half 

of the normative acts accounted for in the EUR-Lex database (see Table 1). This 

study excluded such informal normative acts from the Community data which 

it analysed, making it possible to obtain an adequate basis of comparison with 

national normative flows.

Table 1- secToral breakDown of normaTive acTs aDopTeD by The eu from 1987 To 2006

regulaTions DirecTives TOTAL

granD ToTal 46,063 3,003 49,066

secToral ToTal 49,057 3,482 52,539

acTs noT broken 
Down by secTor (1) 23,588 999 24,587

ToTal for The 20 
secTors

25,469 2,483 27,952

sources: eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

 

2– The second comment on the Community data used in this study is that there is 

a “double count” whenever a sectoral breakdown of normative acts is done. For 

example, a directive liberalizing the energy market is accounted for under both the 

Energy sector and the Internal Market sector. The various sectoral headings’ total 
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is therefore slightly higher than the total obtained when consulting the EUR-Lex 

database on a general basis, without distinguishing by sector. This shortcoming is 

limited in the sense that the comparisons between Community and national norms 

were made either on an overall basis, or on a sectoral basis, with the data corres-

ponding to these two approaches.

3- A third comment involves the national data used in this study: it has to do with 

the data relating to the ministerial orders of general application (or non nomina-

tive – the latter being excluded from the scope of this study) obtained from the 

Direction des Journaux officiels and concerns two points:

• first, it should be stressed that these data are available only for the years 

2005 to 2008, while those pertaining to laws, ordinances and decrees cover 

at least the 1987 to 2006 period, and some of them even earlier and later 

years. In view of the more limited and recent nature of this reference period, 

the annual averages calculated for these orders may therefore turn out to be 

less representative than those established for the other French normative 

acts.

• second, the ministerial orders’ sectoral classification conforms to the deli-

mitation of the ministerial departments concerned. This is a shifting deli-

mitation (Ministries change names, services can be transferred to another 

Ministry, etc); it does not entirely correspond to those of the NOR nomen-

clature’s activity sectors (see Appendix 4). It was therefore necessary to 

make some adjustments in order to properly identify the average propor-

tion of orders of general application to be added to the laws, ordinances 

and decrees allocated to a particular sector.

4 - A fourth comment has to do with the data supplied by the SGAE concerning the 

national normative acts used to transpose directives in France from 2000 to 2008.

It should first be mentioned that such data relates to 864 directives, 759 of which 

(87.8% of the total) were able to be fully exploited, but also that, of the 105 

remaining directives:

• about half were not transposed, because French law was already consistent 

with the provisions of the directive concerned;

• and the other half of the data supplied by the SGAE are not available or 
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usable (there was no mention of how the transposition occurred). This 

margin of uncertainty involves slightly less than 6% of the total directives 

examined and does not appear to be of a sort to challenge the findings 

presented in this study.

In addition, it should be stated that, regarding the 759 fully usable directives, 

the description of the transposition measures adopted is sometimes lengthy and 

somewhat confusing: for example, an internal meeting’s minutes may indicate that 

7 decrees are needed for a given transposition, then minutes from a meeting held 

six months later may indicate that 3 decrees have been adopted and that 2 are still 

unaccounted for. In the few cases in which a doubt surfaced, it is the most recent 

written commentary which was taken into account.

5- A final comment deals with the time periods retained for making comparisons 

between Community norms and national norms:

• since the data supplied by French government were available for a given 

period, it was possible to make a comparison each time by consulting the 

EUR-Lex database on the Community normative acts produced during the 

same period;

• as for the data on legislative acts in force, some slight time lags may occur 

due to the publication and posting on-line time applicable at the Community 

level. Also, the fact that the same request is being submitted to the EUR-Lex 

database at a one-week interval confirms that two very slightly different 

responses may be obtained because of the time lag needed to post the data 

on line;

• although the data on the transposition of the directives correspond to the 

years 2000 to 2008, it should be stressed that the directives concerned may 

have been adopted at different times: a directive adopted in 2000 may have 

been transposed in early 2001 or 2002, or in 2004 or 2005.

In view of these time differences, efforts were made to base this study upon the 

longest possible reference periods so as to obtain the most reliable and represen-

tative annual averages.
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C – Notes on the correlation of national and Community data

Assessing the relative impact of Community norms led to comparisons being 

made with the corresponding national norms, based upon the following modes of 

reasoning and arbitrations:

1 – First, it was necessary to take into account the special relationship between 

Community and national norms (for more details on this point, see Appendix 2):

• since Community regulations have to be substituted for national norms, it 

was determined that the adoption of a regulation could replace the adoption 

of a national act, and it therefore became necessary to assess the propor-

tion of regulations by comparing them to the total norms implemented at 

the national level;

• since Community directives have to be transposed at the national level, we 

took into account the fact that certain national normative acts were directly 

related to such transposition (2.75 national normative acts, on average, 

were needed to ensure the transposition of a directive in France between 

2000 to 2008). In order to consider the special nature of such acts, the 

relative proportion of the directives (and of all of the Community normative 

acts) was also computed on a refined basis and limited to national acts not 

concerned by transpositions.

2 - Comparing Community and national norms on a sectoral basis also led to 

converging the nomenclatures used by the EUR-Lex database, the Direction des 

Journaux officiels and the SGAE so as to attain the most satisfactory correla-

tion possible (for more details on this point, see Appendix 4). Since the EUR-Lex 

database was the easiest to consult, we attempted each time to match Community 

data with available national data. Of course, it cannot be ruled out that the arbitra-

tions retained to establish such correlation may have resulted in some mismatches 

between the number of acts attributed to a particular sector at the national and 

at the Community level, but they should not be of a sort to challenge the orders of 

magnitude identified by this study.
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Il – Analysis of Budgetary Data (Part 2)

Most of the data used in the budgetary part of this study are derived from a much 

more extensive research conducted within the framework of my professional acti-

vities at the Centre d'analyse stratégique38,in close collaboration with Amélie 

Barbier-Gauchard, whom I heartily thank for her contribution. Analysis of these 

data calls for the following additional comment:

A – Nature of the public spending studied

1 - In this entire study, the term “European” public spending refers to both 

Community and national expenditure.

2 - National public spending covers central and local government agency expendi-

ture and that of the Social Security agencies.

B - Data sources

The budgetary data used in this study concern the year 2006 – the most recent 

year for which data relating to all of the EU Member States were available when 

this study was undertaken. These data were collected from the following sources:

1- Community data: Unless otherwise indicated, the Community data used were 

derived from OJEU L71 of 14 March 2008, which lists the expenditure incurred 

within the ”General Budget of the European Union,” a document which shows, for 

each financial year, all of the revenue and expenditure of the European Community 

and of the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom).

38 See in particular the paper by Yves Bertoncini and Amélie Barbier-Gauchard, “Scoreboard of public spending in the 
EU and its Member states” Centre d’analyse stratégique, June 2009, which is available at the following website: http://
www.strategie.gouv.fr/article.php3?id_article=1053. The comments are, of course, entirely my own, as is the content 
of the study.
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2- National data: Unless otherwise indicated, the national data concern the year 

2006 and were derived from the data of the COFOG (Classification of the Functions 

of Government), which were transmitted to Eurostat by the EU Member States’ sta-

tistical authorities. The COFOG’s data correspond to the annual data on the general 

government sector (central government, State government, local government and 

Social Security funds) as defined in SEC 95 (the European System of National 

Accounts), which provides a common accounting framework for EU countries and 

allows for an in-depth harmonization of their national accounts.

Some budgetary data relating to more specific sectors than those retained by the 

COFOG were obtained from the following sources:

• in the Research and Technological Development sector: Eurostat data 

(Public Budgetary Allocations for R&D).

• in the Energy and Transport sector: European Commission data - DG 

Transport and Energy;

• in the Education and Training sector: OECD data (“Education at a Glance 

2008”) for national public spending in the area of higher education;

• in the Competitiveness and Innovation sector: European Commission data - 

DG Competition: State aid to SMEs (horizontal objective), State aid for 

business investment (horizontal obj.), State aid to promote trade, export 

and internationalisation (horizontal obj.), State aid for job creations (hori-

zontal obj.), State aid for training (horizontal obj.);

• in the Management of Social Change sector: OECD data (Active Labour 

Market Policies - OECD/SOCX for public spending relating to active labour 

market policies;

• in the Structural and Cohesion policy sector: European Commission data - 

DG Regio;

• in the Agriculture sector: European Commission data - DG Competition 

(State aid for Agriculture) and OECD data (OECD, “Agricultural Policies in 

OECD Countries: At a Glance - 2008 Edition”);

• in the Rural Development sector: European Commission data - DG Agriculture 

(“Rural Development in the European Union - Statistical and Economic 

Information - Report 2007”);

• in the Fisheries sector: European Commission data - DG Competition (State 

aid for fisheries);
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• in the Official Development Assistance sector: OECD data (“DAC Members’ 

Net Official Development Assistance in 2006”);

• in the Humanitarian Aid sector: European Commission data - DG 

Humanitarian Aid;

• in the Defence sector: NATO data (NATO, “Statistical data concerning the 

defence effort of the NATO countries,” 2008) for the itemized breakdown of 

Defence-related expenditure;

• in the Debt Servicing sector: European Commission data - DG Economic and 

Financial Affairs.

3 - Data on the GDP and exchange rates: Data concerning GDPs were collected 

from Eurostat.

When it was necessary to convert, the data derived from the parity in euros of 

various national currencies was obtained from the ECB.

C – Notes on the correlation of national and Community data

1 – In order to be able to simultaneously consider national and Community expen-

diture within the same frame of analysis and to conduct worthwhile compari-

sons, Financial Framework 2007-201339 headings were broken down into various 

“sectors” (see Table 2).

39 Financial Framework 2007-2013 was officially adopted on 17 May 2006 in the Interinstitutional Agreement on bud-
getary discipline and sound financial management and published in OJEU no. C 139 of 14 June 2006
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Table 2 – eu financial framework nomenclaTures

aagenDa 2000” heaDings financial framework 2007-2013 heaDings

1 - agricUltUre

2 - strUctUral operations

3 - internal policies

4 - external action

5 - administrative expenditUre

6 - reserves

7 - pre-accession aid

8 - compensation

1- sUstainable development

1a - competitiveness for groWth and 
employment

1b - cohesion for groWth and employment

2 - preservation and management of natUral 
resoUrces

3 - ctizenship, freedom, secUrity and jUstice

3a - freedom, secUrity and jUstice

3b - citizenship

4 - the eU as a global partner

5 - total administrative expenditUre

6 - compensations

2 – Correlation of Community nomenclatures: In order to precisely identify 

Community expenditure for the year 2006, it was also necessary to take into 

account the Community budgetary nomenclature change which occurred between 

Financial Framework 2000-2006 and that of 2007-2013 (see Table 3), in order to 

establish the required correlation.

Table 3 – financial framework 2007-2013 heaDings

heaDings key secTors concerneD

susTainable 
DevelopmenT

1a. competitiveness 
for groWth and 
employment

research and technological 
development

energy and transport

edUcation and training

the competitiveness and innovation 
frameWork programme (cip)
management of social change 
(inclUding social protection)*

1b. cohesion 
for groWth and 
employment

strUctUral fUnds and cohesion 
hoUsing fUnd
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2. preservaTion anD managemenT of 
naTural resources

agricUltUre

rUral development

fisheries

environment

animal health and plant protection

3. ciTizenship, 
freeDom, securiTy 
anD JusTice

3a. freedom, secUrity 
and jUstice

solidarity and management of 
migration floWs 
safegUarding liberties

fUndamental rights and jUstice

3b. citizenship

pUblic health and consUmer 
protection** 
cUltUre / media

information and commUnication 
activities

emergency preparedness and 
response

4. The eu as a global parTner

external pUblic aid, inclUding 
official development assistance

hUmanitarian aid

%acroeconomic assistance

common foreign and secUrity policy 
(cfsp)

5. aDminisTraTion
commission

other institUtions

6. compensaTions

 
* aT The communiTy level, The “managemenT of social change” heaDing incluDes The “agenDa for social 
policy” (excluDing The globalisaTion aDJusTmenT funD seT up in 2007),anD, aT The naTional level, iT 
incluDes The acTive labour markeT policy anD social proTecTion expenDiTure (unemploymenT, sickness 
anD  DisabiliTy, family, olD age, survivors, housing, social exclusion)l.
** The “healTh” heaDing incluDes public healTh anD consumer proTecTion expenDiTure aT The communiTy 
level anD expenDiTure for hopsiTal services anD public healTh services, eTc. aT The naTional level.
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Appendix 2 – Assessment of the relative impact of Community    
norms: Additional considerations

A more in-depth assessment of the relative impact of EU interventions should take 

into account the following factors.

1 – Mode of interaction of Community and national norms

Measuring the relative share of Community normative acts in relation to national 

normative acts should integrate data on the type of influence the two components 

exert upon each other, which will differ according to whether the acts concerned 

are regulations (directly enforced) or directives (the enforcement of which neces-

sitates adopting national normative acts). It is also by taking these factors into 

account that we were able to weigh the raw data presented in the study and 

better measure (this time by making an upward adjustment) the overall weight of 

Community normative interventions.

There is some interchangeability between Community regulations and national 

normative acts: the regulations do allow the EU to intervene in place of its Member 

States to regulate a particular activity sector, since the Member States do not, 
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a priori, have to adopt other normative acts40. From a quantitative viewpoint, a 

“communicating vessels” phenomenon is thus established between national and 

community norms, in such a way that the share of acts of Community origin can be 

clearly measured (it suffices to account for the number of regulations), as well as 

their relative share (by adding them to the national total and determining their pro-

portion of the grand total).

Community directives and normative acts, on the other hand, have a more complex 

“transpositional” relationship, since enforcement of the directives at the national 

level requires Member States to adopt complementary normative acts. It is 

therefore necessary to try to specifically identify these national acts:

• first, in order to more clearly determine the proportion of norms “of 

Community origin” (even if quite a limited number of such norms may have 

been adopted outside of any transposition, for which they constitute only a 

“vehicle”);

• second, to deduct such norms from the total norms adopted at the national 

level (thereby isolating the national norms which are not directly “of 

Community origin.”).

Carrying out such identification work is not easy, however, since it cannot be based 

upon the simple equation of 1 directive = 1 national normative act:

• first, it is extremely rare for a directive to be transposed through a single act 

of national law, and much more common for it to give rise to the adoption of 

a law or ordinance, and particularly to decrees or orders, or even all of such 

acts, sometimes in a very high number41.

• second, because a national normative act, to the contrary, can allow several 

Community directives to be transposed: such is the case with French laws 

and ordinances which concern “various provisions for the adaptation to 

Community law” (see Appendix 5). This “grouped transposition” technique 

can also be used at the decree level (for example, in the Internal Market 

sector) or with orders (e.g., agricultural matters).

40 It should be recalled that, in somewhat limited cases, the adoption of Community regulations can be accompanied 
by the adoption of national normative acts.
41 The transposition of certain complex or trans-sectoral directives may necessitate the adoption of dozens of national 
acts (such as the “Directive on Professional Qualifications” or the “Directive on services in the Internal Market”).
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This study was based upon the raw data supplied by the General Secretariat of 

European Affairs (SGAE) on national acts used to ensure the transposition of 

Community directives in France for the years 2000 to 2008. Analysis of these data 

showed that 2.75 national normative acts had been used, on average, to ensure 

the transposition of one directive in France during this period (a number which 

varies widely according to sector). Since the exploited data covered a total of 759 

directives, we can therefore conclude that 2,087 (759 x 2.75) national normative 

acts adopted during this same period were of direct Community origin.

Integrating these data with the assessment of the relative proportion of Community 

norms in relation to national norms allowed us to adopt the following computation 

formula:

Weighted mean of relative proportion of Community norms =

Community acts /

(National acts – Community directives x 2.75)

+ Community acts)

Applying this formula to the available data produces assessment results (see Table 

1) which differ somewhat from those obtained from the raw data (see Table 2), and 

which slightly revalue the relative proportion of Community norms:

Table 1 – quanTiTaTive share of communiTy norms - raw DaTa

as %
in proporTion To all 

normaTive legislaTion 
formulaTeD in france

in proporTion To all 
normaTive legislaTion in 

force in france

2005-2007 normaTive flows* 11.22% 10.08%

1998-2007 normaTive flows 11.48% 10.3%

1987-2006 normaTive flows 14.53% 12.68%

1978-2007 normaTive flows** 14.59% 12.73%

source eur-lex DaTa, legifrance DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* incluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs

** excluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs

noTe: compuTaTion of The annual average number of orDers of general applicaTion is baseD upon The 
2005-2008 perioD.
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Table 2: quanTiTaTive share of communiTy norms - refineD DaTa

as %
in proporTion To all 

normaTive legislaTion 
formulaTeD in france

in proporTion To all 
normaTive legislaTion in 

force in france

2005-2007 normaTive flows* 11.66% 10.44%

1998-2007 normaTive flows 11.93% 10.66%

1987-2006 normaTive flows 15.07% 13.09%

1978-2007

normaTive flows ** 15.09% 13.11%

sources: eurlex DaTa, legifrance DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

*  incluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs

** eexcluDing naTional laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs

noTe: compuTaTion of The annual average number of orDers of general applicaTion  is baseD upon The 
2005-2008 perioD.

2 - Average life cycle of Community and national legislative acts

The particularly short life cycle of certain national normative acts (such as finance 

laws) and Community normative acts (e.g. agricultural regulations) systematical-

ly leads to a proliferation of them. Although such proliferation is unquestionably 

highly indicative of the frequency of national or Community normative interven-

tions, it tends to inflate their impact from an overall perspective and in certain 

sectors.

It should be pointed out that a number of Community acts have a relatively short 

life cycle:

• of the 42,501 Community regulations adopted between 1951 and mid-2008, 

only 9,003 (or 21%) were still in force on 1 July 2008;

• of the 4,048 Community directives adopted between 1951 and mid-2008, 

2,400 (or 59.3%) were still in force on 1 July 2008.

This very short life cycle of Community normative acts is particularly evident in four 

key EU intervention sectors (see § 1-2): the proportion of acts adopted since 1951 

and still in force on 1 July 2008, for example, was: 11.4% in the Customs Union 
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sector, 21.9% in the Agriculture sector, 21.9% in the Fisheries sector and 16.1% in 

the External Relations sector. 

Taking into account these data relating to the life cycle of normative acts would 

have allowed us to properly weight the data on normative flows in order to attain 

a more accurate (and thus lower) measurement of the quantitative share of 

Community norms as compared to national norms. To successfully make such a 

comparison, it would, however, be necessary to have comparable data on national 

normative acts, which, to our knowledge, are only partially available at this time.

3 – Data relating to the origin of national normative acts

For good measure, we should also point out that an additional upward adjustment 

in the number of acts “of Community origin” might also occur if we combined the 

national acts arising from a single normative impetus (typical example: a law and 

all of its implementing orders).

Conversely, it should be recalled that an accurate identification of the number of 

national acts of Community origin would make it possible to distinguish:

• the national normative acts which are truly of Community origin, for example 

a law or a decree specifically adopted to transpose a directive; and

• the normative acts which would have been adopted regardless under the 

impetus of national authorities, and which serve as “vehicles”42 carrying 

provisions aimed at transposing a directive’s content and constitute only a 

small part of the act concerned.

Although all of these subtleties should induce us to cautiously consider the quanti-

tative data presented throughout this study, they do not seem of a sort to challenge 

the validity of the relative volumes thus identified, nor those which may be deter-

mined on the basis of a more in-depth sectoral and material assessment.

42  This search for national normative “vehicules” is particularly common for acts having legislative implications (a 
typical example being the finance law); moreover, the reason the transposition is delayed is often because a “vehicle” 
with the same theme as that of the directive to be transposed is not available in the short term.
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Appendix 3 - Distinguishing between normative acts by 
author: An incomplete and misleading perspective

At first glance, it might seem useful to compare Community and national norms by 

classifying them according to author, and by isolating those which are adopted by 

political authorities commonly presumed to exercise legislative power.

The situation is clear at the national level: it is Parliament’s task to adopt laws, 

but the Government can also do so when specifically empowered by Parliament to 

legislate by ordinance.

At the Community level, it is possible to distinguish the norms adopted by the 

Council in cooperation with the European Parliament from those adopted by the 

Commission, on the working hypothesis that the first would be “presumed to be 

legislative” and the latter more incidental. Such a postulate seems to be confirmed 

by the data supplied by the EUR-Lex database, which indicate that almost 95% of 

the normative acts adopted by the Commission are based on preceding regulation- 

or directive-implementing acts (on the model of French decrees).

On this basis, interesting findings emerge at the Community level (see Table 1), 

notably that:

• the acts adopted by the Council and the European Union represent between 
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2.3% (1978-2007) and 9.8% (2005-2007) of Community normative acts 

according to the reference period considered – thus confirming the strong 

increase in the European Parliament’s normative powers;

• if we consider only acts in force, the proportion of acts adopted by the 

Council and the European Parliament is 6.2%.

Table 1- communiTy normaTive acTs (DirecTives anD regulaTions) by auThor

year publisheD 
in The oJeu

council
council 

& ep

council + 
council 

& ep

commission 
anD 

various**
TOTAL

2005-2007 832 336 1,168 2,267 3,435

1998-2007 2,655 866 3,521 7,660 11,181

1987-2006 8,081 845 8,926 19,026 27,952

1978-2007 13,693 971 14,664 27,269 41,933

norms in force 
on 01.07.08* 2,650 601 3,251 6,434 9,685

sources: eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

• acTs consiDereD To be in force because publisheD in  The oJeu

** some regulaTions anD DirecTives may have been aDopTeD by The european cenTral bank.
noTe:  even if They proDuce normaTive effecTs comparable To Those of DirecTives, The few framework 
Decisions aDopTeD in The area of JusTice anD inTernal affairs  are noT incluDeD in This ToTal (They are 
menTioneD in The secToral parT of This sTuDy).

A comparison of these Community data with those relating to the laws and ordi-

nances adopted in France shows (see Table 2) that the norms adopted by the 

Council and the European Parliament represented approximately:

• one-half of the norms presumed to be legislative enforced in France during 

the period 1998-2007;

• one-third of all norms presumed to be legislative enforced in France during 

the period 1978-2007; 

• one-fifth of the norms presumed to be legislative in force in France on 

01.07.08.
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Table 2 – comparison of communiTy norms aDopTeD by The council anD The european parliamenT

To legislaTive norms aDopTeD in france

average/year
norms aDopTeD by 

The council & The ep

laws anD 
orDinances*

% of eu norms 
aDopTeD by The cm 
& ep/ToTal norms

2005-2007 112 87.6 56.1%

1998-2007 86.6 69.7 55.4%

1987-2006 42.25 69.95 37.6%

1978-2007 32.3 64.7 33.3%

norms in force on 
01.07.08 601 2,833 21.2%

sources: legifrance anD eur-lex DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions  
* excluDing laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs.

Such data initially seem to be in line with the assertion that a large proportion of 

national laws (excluding laws ratifying international agreements) are of Community 

origin. Yet such an interpretation could only be reliable if all of the norms adopted 

by the Council and the European Parliament were legislative in nature. However, 

this is not the case, as many of these norms can also concern secondary areas, 

which some analyses based upon more precise data would confirm.
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Appendix 4 - Sectoral classification of normative acts by the 
EUR-Lex database (OJEU), the NOR nomenclature (OJFR) and 
the General Secretariat of European Affairs (“SGAE”)

I – Basic nomenclature

EURLEX - OJEU (communiTy normaTive acTs)

1. general, financial and institUtional matters

2. cUstoms Union and free movement of goods

3. aagricUltUre

4. fisheries

5. freedom of movement for Workers and social policy

6. right of establishment and freedom to provide services

7. transport policy

8. competition policy

9. taxation

10. economic and monetary policy and free movement of capital

11. external relations

12. energy

13. indUstrial policy and internal market

14. regional policy and coordination of strUctUral instrUments

15. environment, consUmers and health protection

16. science, information, edUcation and cUltUre

17. laW relating to Undertakings

18. common foreign and secUrity policy (cfsp)
19. area of freedom, secUrity and jUstice

20. people’s eUrope
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NOR nomenclaTure - OJFR (french normaTive acTs*)

1. foreign affairs

2. agricUltUre

3. cUltUre

4. defence

5. ecology

6. economy, indUstry, sme & bUdget

7. national edUcation, yoUth and sports

8. employment and health

9. civil service and government organization

10. interior and overseas territories

11. jUstice

12. prime minister

13. transport and eqUipment

* since The DaTa on The orDers were classifieD by The minisTerial DeparTmenT, They were broken Down 
accorDing To The 13 secTors of The nor nomenclaTure.

 The sgae nomenclaTure (communiTy normaTive acTs submiTTeD To The french auThoriTies)

acTiviTy secTors areas moniToreD

1 – AGRAP agricUltUre, food indUstry, fisheries

2- EURATOM eUropean atomic energy commUnity

3- FIN economic and financial matters

4 – ITEC indUstry, telecommUnications, postal services, information 
society, environment, energy, competition, research

5- JAI followeD by 
        JUD: 
        LCP:
        SEC:

jUstice and internal affairs, folloWed by 3 sectors:
• eUropean jUdicial area

• free movement of persons

• secUrity of the eUropean area

6-JUR jUdicial matters and intellectUal property

7-MICA (+exreneT) internal market, consUmers, competition, state aid, armaments

8 - RELEX (+ po 
lesT + coop)

eUU external relations, trade policy, enlargement, Western balkans, 
neighborhood policy, development cooperation, french overseas 
departments and territories + commUnity programme for cooperation With 
non-eU coUntries

9 –TESC laboUr, employment, social policy, health, edUcation, cUltUre, 
aUdiovisUal and sports

10 – TREG transport, regional policy

PIF presence and inflUence of france in eUropean institUtions

parls eUropean parliament - national parliament

 
* This nomenclaTure corresponDs To The sgae’s currenT organizaTion charT (The processing of The DaTa 
Takes inTo accounT The changes which have occurreD in The preceDing years). 
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Il – Correlation of nomenclatures

nomenclaTure correlaTion by secTor: sgae/eur-lex correlaTion

SGAE nomenclaTure EUR-LEX nomenclaTure

FIN

09. taxation

10.  economic and monetary policy and free movement of 
capital

11.60.      commercial policy

17.  laW related to Undertakings

19.30.30. cUstoms cooperation

MICA  (+RENET+JUR)

02. cUstoms Union and free movement of goods

06. right of establishment and freedom to provide 
services

08. competition policy

13.30.      internal market: approximation of laWs

13.40.      internal market policy relating to 
Undertakings

15.20.      consUmers

15.60       trans-eUropean netWorks

ITEC (+ EURATOM)

12. energy

13.10.      indUstrial policy: general, programmes, 
statistics and research

13.20.      indUstrial policy: sectoral operations

16.10       science

15.10.      environment

TREG
07. transport policy

14. regional policy and coordination of strUctUral 
instrUments

AGRAP
03.  agricUltUre

04.  fisheries

15.40       protection of animals

TESC

05.  freedom of movement for Workers and social policy

15.30.      health protection

16.30       edUcation and training

16.40       cUltUre

JAI

19.10.      free movement of persons (= fmp) 
19.30.10. police cooperation (= sec)
19.20.     jUdicial cooperation in civil matters + 
19.30.20. jUdicial cooperation in criminal matters (= 
jUd)
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“RELEX” (+ c00p 
+p0lesT)

11. external relations (exclUding 11.60. commercial 
policy)
18. common foreign and secUrity policy (cfsp)

insTiTuTional DaTa on The Two nomenclaTures were broken Down inTo:
- SGAE nomenclaTure: “PIF”  anD “ PARLS”  heaDings;
- EUR-LEX nomenclaTure: heaDings 01. general, financial anD insTiTuTional maTTers, anD heaDing 20. 
people’s europe.

correlaTion beTween The eur-lex (oJeu) anD nor (oJfr) nomenclaTures

NOR nomenclaTure EUR-LEX nomenclaTure

foreign affairs

11. external relations (except for 11.60. commercial 
policy)
18. common foreign and secUrity policy (exclUding 
defence aspects*)

agriculTure

03. agricUltUre

04. fisheries

15.40. protection of animals

culTure 16.40 cUltUre

Defence 18. foreign and secUrity policy (defence aspects*)

ecology 15.10. environment

economy, inDusTry, sme & 
buDgeT

01. general, financial and institUtional matter (financial 
aspects)
02. cUstoms Union and free movement of goods

06. right of establishment and freedom to provide 
services

08. competition policy

09. taxation

10. economic and monetary policy and free movement of 
capital

11.60. commercial policy

12. energy

13. indUstrial policy and internal market

15.20. consUmers

17. laW relating to Undertakings

19.30.30. cUstoms cooperation

naTional eDucaTion, youTh 
anD sporTs

16.10. science

16.30. edUcation and training
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employmenT anD healTh
05. freedom of movement for Workers and social policy 
15.30. health protection

inTerior & overseas 
TerriTories

14. regional policy and coordination of strUctUral 
instrUments

19.10. free movement of persons

19.10. free movement of persons

JusTice
19.20. jUdicial cooperation in civil matters

19.30.20. jUdicial cooperation in criminal matters

TransporT anD equipmenT 07. transport policy

* here, communiTy acTs are assigneD To The “Defence”  secTor, such as acTs unDer The heaDing “ 
CFSP”  which incluDe The Terms “ESDP, “Defence,” “MiliTary,” “Weapons,” “ProliferaTion,” 
“Nuclear” or “Terrorism” / ”TerrorisT(s).” 
NoTe: four secTors were noT Taken inTo accounT in This correlaTion because of Their essenTially 
“inTernal” anD non-comparable naTure:
-  NOR nomenclaTure: The secTors “civil service anD governmenT organizaTion” anD “prime minisTer”;
- eUR-LEX nomenclaTure: 01. General, financial anD insTiTuTional maTTers” (excluDing financial 
aspecTs) anD 20. people’s Europe.
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Appendix 5 - “Grouped” Transposition of Directives in France

The quantitative data presented in this study could be further refined in light of 

the methods for transposing directives according to French law; i.e., by accoun-

ting for instances in which several directives were transposed by a single law or 

ordinance43.Such cases are all the more frequent in France since national authori-

ties have resorted to using laws or ordinances containing “various provisions for 

adaptation to Community law” (hereinafter referred to as “DDADCs”) and which 

concerned some 60 directives between 2000 and 2008 (or a total of some 20 

“DDADCs,” if we bear in mind that each made it possible, on average, to transpose 

3 directives). It is interesting to isolate such directives, both because their trans-

position is the direct “source” of national normative acts and because the content 

of such legislative acts deals entirely with provisions originating from Community 

law.

Taking into account the “DDADCs” means subtracting the relative proportion of 

directives having legislative implications from the total number of French laws (see 

Table 1), since:

43 Conversely, it is much rarer for the transposition of a directive to give rise to the adoption of several laws or 
ordinances(even though such transposition very often results in the adoption of numerous decrees and/or orders).
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• 6.8 directives having legislative implications must be subtracted from the 

yearly average presented above;

• the average yearly number of laws and ordinances excluding DDADCs is thus 

established at 74.3 for the period;

• in all, the relative proportion of directives having legislative implications in 

the total number of laws adopted in France is brought down to 17.3% for the 

period (versus 22.6%, had the DDADCs been excluded).

Table 1 - average annual number of DirecTives having legislaTive implicaTions TransposeD by laws anD 
orDinances Dealing wiTh various provisions for aDapTaTion To communiTy law

secTors
laws anD orDinances / 

year*** 

DirecTives having 
legislaTiveimplicaTions**/ 

year

ToTal, incluDing DDaDcs 76.6 22.4

FIN secTor DDaDcs* 0.59 1.77

MICA secTor DDaDcs* 0.44 1.33

ITEC secTor DDaDcs* 0.19 0.55

TESC secTor DDaDcs* 0.63 1.88

TREG secTor DDaDcs* 0.22 0.66

JAI secTor DDaDcs* 0.19 0.55

ToTal DDaDcs* 2.26 6.8

ToTal, excluDing DDaDcs 74.3 15.6

sources: legifrance DaTa, sgae DaTa, y. berToncini’s compuTaTions

* The working hypoThesis reTaineD here is ThaT a law or orDinance which Deals wiTh various provisions 
for aDapTaTion To communiTy law makes iT possible To Transpose 3 DirecTives.
** reference perioD: 2000-2008 (SGAE DaTa)
*** reference perioD: 2000-2006 (french governmenT general secreTariaT]-OJFR DaTa), excluDing 
laws raTifying inTernaTional agreemenTs.
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Appendix 6 - Share of Community expenditure in the areas of 
regional and agricultural cohesion: Precision based upon the 
case of France

An analysis of expenditure incurred by France in the areas of cohesion and agricul-

ture means adjusting slightly downward the relative weight given to EU budgetary 

interventions in the overall assessment.

1 - The impact of Community expenditure on regional cohesion

Although the average co-financing rate of 50% practiced by the European Union 

in the Regional Cohesion sector is in line with the manner in which national and 

regional programming documents actually assess Community budgetary interven-

tions, the national public counterpart of Community funding does not constitute all 

national public spending with respect to territorial cohesion.

A review of the sources of funding for territorial cohesion expenditure in France for 

the period 2000-2006 (see Table 1) shows that:
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• for Objective 1 expenditure, the financing scale between the EU and 

national public contributors is approximately 50/50 (of a total of some EUR 

8.6 billion);

• for Objective 2 expenditure, the financing scale between the EU and national 

public contributors is 32% for the EU and 68% for national public contribu-

tors (of a total of some EUR 22 billion);

• for the combined expenditure corresponding to Objectives 1 and 2 of the 

European Structural Funds, the EU’s contribution amounts to some 36% of 

the total, as opposed to 64% for national public contributors (of a total of 

some EUR 30 billion).

Table 1 – 2006 european anD naTional public spenDing on regional cohesion in france

(as % of ToTal public spenDing)
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source: scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique.

2 – The share of Community expenditure allocated to agriculture 

It should also be stressed that taking into account all of the expenses allocated 

to agriculture at the Community and national level means adjusting downward 

the average share of 72% attributed to the EU, since this portion concerns only 

budgetary interventions allocated directly.
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In a country such as France, the Community funding contribution to the 2006 Total 

National Expenditure thus amounted to (see Table 2):

• close to 78%, when taking into account only direct budgetary interventions 

benefiting agriculture (slightly above the Community average);

• 45%, when including all direct and indirect expenditure on agricultural aid, 

notably the administrations’ operating expenditure, as well as the area of 

teaching and research (more than EUR 3.5 billion in 2006) and tax expendi-

ture (some EUR 3 billion in 2006);

• 25%, when including expenditure on social protection in agriculture, which 

totalled EUR 16 billion in 2006 (but which, admittedly, is not operating 

expenditure).

Table 2 – 2006 european  anD naTional public expenDiTure on agriculTure in france

(excluDing rural DevelopmenT)  as % of ToTal public spenDing)
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* incluDing inDirecT buDgeTary inTervenTions, i.e. oTher naTional financial conTribuTions: 8.4 billion 
euros for gss.
** incluDing public compeTiTions for agriculTural social securiTy schemes.

source: scoreboarD of public spenDing in The eu anD iTs member sTaTes cenTre D'analyse sTraTégique.
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Appendix 7 – The Lisbon Strategy: The 2009 EU Assessment of France

                                                              FR EU-27

2000 2004 2005 2006 2007
2010 

naTional 
TargeT

2000 2006 2007 2010 eu 
TargeT

GDP per capiTa in pps

labour proDucTiviTy per person 
employeD

115.3

124.8

110.1b

120.5b

112.0

123.4

111.4

123.7

110.9

123.9

100.0 100.0 100.0

70.0

3.0

employmenT raTe

employmenT raTe 

ToTal 62.1 63.7 63.9 63.8 64.6 62.2 64.5 65.4

women 55.2 58.2 58.5 58.8 60.0 53.7 57.3 58.3

men 69.2 69.4 69.3 69.0 69.3 70.8 71.7 72.5

ToTal 29.9 37.6 38.7 38.3 38.1 36.9 43.5 44.7

women 26.3 34.0 36.0 35.9 36.2 27.4 34.9 36.0

men 33.6 41.4 41.6 40.5 40.5 47.1 52.7 53.9

gross DomesTic expenDiTure on 
r&D 2.15b 

81.6
83.5
79.6

2.15b 
81.7
83.3
80.1

2.1 
83.4
85.4
81.3

2.1p

83.2
85.0
81.4

2.08p 
82.4
85.0
79.8

3.0

1.85e

76.6
79.3 
73.8

1.84e 
77.9
80.8
75.0

1. 83e 
78.1
80.8
75.5youTh eDucaTion aTTainmenT 

level

ToTal

women

men

comparaTive price levels

business invesTmenT

105.9 109.9b 107.4 107.3 106.7 100 100 100

16.4 16.2 16.7 17.6 18.2 18.4 18.2 18.7
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Appendix 7 – The Lisbon Strategy: The 2009 EU Assessment of France
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aT-risk-of-poverTy raTe afTer 
social Transfers

Dispersion of regional 
employmenT raTes

long-Term employmenT raTe

ToTal

women

men

ToTal 
women

men

ToTal 
women

men

16
16
15

6.9
9.7
4.9

3.5
4.3
2.8

13b

14b

13b

7.1
9.0
5.8

3.8
4.2
3.4

13
14
12

7.2
9.3
5.8

3.8
4.3
3.3

13
14
12

7.4
8.9
6.4

3.9
4.2
3.6

6.6
7.8
5.8

3.3
3.6
3.1

13.0
20.0
9.6

4.0
4.6
3.5

16e

17e

15e

11.4
16.1
9.4

3.7
4.0
3.5

11.1
15.8
8.8

3.1
3.3
2.8

           
  

Performance Compared to EU-27

ToTal greenhouse gas emission

energy inTensiTy of The economy

volume of freighT TransporT relaTive To gDp

98.5

188.2

100.0

97.9

187.40

92.8

98.4

184.88

87.4

96.0

179.06

87.8e 88.4e

90.9

213.9

100.0

92.3

202.45

107.5e 107.1e
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  Performance Compared to EU-27
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Appendix 8

inTegraTeD guiDelines for growTh anD Jobs (2008-2010)

macroeconomic guiDelines

(1)     to secUre economic stability for sUstainable groWth.
(2)     to safegUard economic and financial sUstainability as a basis for increased  
          employment.
(3)     to promote a groWth and employment orientated efficient allocation of  
          resoUrces.
(4)     to ensUre that Wage developments contribUte to macroeconomic stability and  
          groWth.
(5)     to promote greater coherence betWeen macroeconomic, strUctUral and  
          employment policies.
(6)     to contribUte to a dynamic and Well-fUnctioning emU. 

microeconomic guiDelines

(7)     to increase and improve investment in r&d, in particUlar by private  
           bUsiness.
(8)     to facilitate all forms of innovation.
(9)     to facilitate the spread and effective Use of ict and bUild a fUlly inclUsive  
          information society.
(10)   to strengthen the competitive advantages of its indUstrial base.
(11)   to encoUrage the sUstainable Use of resoUrces and strengthen the synergies  
          betWeen environmental protection and groWth.
(12)   to extend and deepen the internal market.
(13)   to ensUre open and competitive markets inside and oUtside eUrope and to reap  
          the benefits of globalization.
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(14)   to create a more competitive bUsiness environment and encoUrage private 
          initiative throUgh better regUlation.
(15)   to promote a more entrepreneUrial cUltUre and create a sUpportive environment  
          for smes.
(16)   to expand, improve and link Up eUropean infrastrUctUre and complete  
          priority cross-border projects.
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What is the impact of EU interventions 
at the national level?

How much do European Union (EU) interventions influence national public po-

licies? Does the EU intervene in a “subsidiary” way, as asserted in the Commu-

nity Treaties, or is it omnipresent and omnipotent as public opinion sometimes 

claims? For example, is 80% of national legislation of Community origin or, to 

the contrary, is it a much smaller share? At a time when EU citizens have just 

elected their representatives in the European Parliament for the next five years, 

it seems more necessary than ever to try to address these questions which are 

essential from a policy vantage point, but which have not yet generally given 

rise to very precise technical responses. The aim of this study is to describe 

what the EU is trying to achieve by primarily referring to unpublished data and 

by combining three sets of analyses which show that: 

- the impact of EU normative interventions is substantial, yet often incidental 

or regulatory in scope, and, overall, is not as important as claimed, except in 

certain specific public policy sectors;

- the impact of EU budgetary interventions is for the most part limited, as is 

often indicated; however it is quite extensive in some sectors and in some 

countries;

- the impact of EU non-binding positions is both relatively limited in concrete 

terms and consequential from a policy and media perspective, in such a way 

that it undoubtedly helps to reinforce the EU’s “illusory” reputation.
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